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2 ABSTRACT
This project was devoted to simulation an radiation measurement in different
radiation modalities: Calibration Facility, Nuclear Medicine and Radiotherapy.

In a new radiation calibration facility (for radiation monitoring devises), the role of
scattered radiation (due to finite size of the facility) was estimated. This was
performed by using MCNP Version 4a (Monte-Carlo Simulation Software),
Thermoluminescent Detector (TLD) chips and a Cesium-137 calibration source.
The results from MCNP and TLD were compared, they showed a deviation up to
6% and 10% respectively from the inverse square law.

The project also involved simulating the transport of photons around and through
lead barriers, used in Nuclear Medicine clinics to shield the Technologist. The
simulations were carried out using the MCNP. It was found that a barrier height of
1.8m would provide adequate protection from scattered radiation.

For verifying dose measurement, a dose planning system (Pinnacle3 Version 5 used
extensively in radiotherapy) was used to plan radiation dose in the lungs from
therapeutic X-rays from Linear Accelerators. It was found that the experimental
doses from TLDs were within 7% of the simulated doses.
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3 AIM
The aim is to design a modem calibration facility, for the purpose of calibrating
radiation monitoring instruments. These radiation instruments are used in many
industries, such as medicine and mining (to name a few). They come in many
shapes and sizes for the purpose of measuring radiation since we are incapable of
sensing them. Therefore it is necessary to have these instruments calibrated to
ensure safety to all personnel.

The radiation safety aspect for the staff involved in patient treatment and
diagnosis in Nuclear Medicine departments using radiopharmaceuticals, for this a
radiation protection barrier for the technologist has been simulated and designed.

Additionally, was our aim in verification of new radiation therapy dose planning
system Pinnacle3 (ADAC) Version 5 particularly for dose delivered to lungs in
therapeutic X-rays field.
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4 INTRODUCTION
This project is dedicated to the designing of a modem calibration facility for the
purpose of Calibrating Radiation Monitoring Devices.

The word calibrate means to standardise (as a measuring instrument) by
determining the deviation from standard especially so as to ascertain the proper
correction factors (Webster et. al. 1986).

Radiation is considered hazardous (refer to Appendix A for explanation) and we are
incapable of sensing its presence with any of our five senses (J. R. Cameron et. al.
1978);
> Emitted photons lie at a high end of the electromagnetic spectrum that
cannot be seen, while if particles are emitted such as alpha or beta, they
also are TOO small to be seen.
> Radiation is odourless.
> When radiation interacts, heat is not generated at a high rate to be sensed.
> Emitted radiation does not generated audible sound due to the fact that the
interaction is a transfer of energy ie. Quantum Mechanical interaction.
> Finally, there is no recorded data on what y-rays taste like.

Due to the reasons mentioned above we rely heavily upon these instruments.
Consider two situations in which the radiation monitors are not calibrated:

Low Readout
If the readout of a radiation monitor is low, it can cause an overdose to the
surrounding individual(s) that can lead to cancerous tissue that can lead to death.
-4-

High Readout
If the readout of the radiation monitor was high, it can mislead your work
consequently causing unnecessary emergency procedures to be put into effect.

Knowing about calibration, it is important for the safety of the personnel in the
industry utilising this type of products, such as the mining, as well as medical.

This research project is divided into three sections;

Firstly, Calibration Facility; methods and procedures of calibrating radiation
monitoring devices. Thermoluminescent*1" Detectors (TLD) were used for direct
radiation measurement in the room and Monte-Carlo simulations* were used to
calculate radiation distribution in the room. This work was conducted at
Gammasonics Institute for Medical Research Pty Ltd, Sydney, Australia, under the
guidance of Dr. Carl Munoz-Ferrada (Director).

Secondly, Nuclear Medicine; Designing of a Nuclear Medicine Clinic. This
involved the use of Monte-Carlo simulations to get a better understanding of how
scattered radiation can affect personnel in order to provide necessary protection. It
was conducted at the Nuclear Medicine department of Illawarra hospital,
Wollongong, Australia, under the guidance of Dr. Martin Carolan.

Finally, Radiotherapy; It incorporated the use of simulation software Pinnacle3
Version 5, as well as TLDs. The TLDs were inserted into a phantom and exposed to

* Refer to section 10.4 for detailed explanation
1Refer to section 12.1 for detailed explanation
-5-

radiation emitted from a Linear Accelerator* in order to determine the level of
accuracy of the Pinnacle3 treatment planning simulations. It was conducted at the
Radiotherapy department (Illawarra Cancer Care Centre) of Illawarra hospital,
Wollongong, Australia, under the guidance of Dr. Martin Butson.

The latter two sections were used to determine the level of accuracy of the two
simulations methods so that they can be used as a tool without the need of actual
measurement, as well as to determine the significance of scattered radiation.

*Refer to section 12.4 for detailed explanation
-6-

5 RADIATION
Radiation techniques play an important role in modern life from medical
application up to food sterilization. However, strong understanding of detection
and protection are essential.

That is exactly what is needed when handling radioactive material (emit
radiation). The common practice is to place gamma-ray sources in thick lead
containers, or concrete constructions known as shielding. But, how thick should the
lead or concrete be? Will this protect us adequately from the harmful radiation?
These questions will be answered in the following sections. First, we shall describe
the four main types of radiation namely, alpha (a), beta (p), gamma (y) and
neutrons and the processes by which they are emitted. Secondly, we discuss the
main processes (in this case 5), by which the gamma-rays interact with atoms that
are in its path. Finally, how to compute the appropriate thickness of material for
shielding from y-rays.
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TYPES OF RADIATION
A French physicist Henri Becquerel, stored uranium salts on top of photographic
plates in his desk draw. He expected these plates to be lightly foggy, but was
surprised to see sharp images of the salts (J. W. Rohlf 1994). This investigation led
him to conclude that Uranium emit penetrating radiation.

Atoms with large nuclei are the source of these penetrating radiation. This is due
to the fact that the electrostatic repulsive force between the protons in the nucleus
is greater than the nucleus’ binding force. It is then that the atom undergoes
spontaneous emission of an alpha or beta particle(s) to reach stability, or it may
undergo a spontaneous fission process in which a neutron is emitted in many cases.

5.1 ALPHA PARTICLES
Alpha (a) particles are composed of two protons and two neutrons, or in other
words a Helium nucleus. An example of an a-decay is given by a Uranium-238
decaying into Thorium-234;
^92U —^ 290Th +

(X

The a-particle was the first particle to be classified as a by-product of natural
radioactivity. It has no great penetrating ability, for example a 5 MeV a-particle
will penetrate about 10pm of tissue.

5.2 BETA PARTICLES
Beta particles are electrons that are emitted from radioactive elements in two
forms, beta-plus (p+) and beta-minus (p-).

- 9-

Beta-m inus (ft-) p articles
A beta-minus (p*) particle is produced when a neutron decays into a proton, also an
electron and an anti-neutrino (v e ) that are emitted.
n

p + e~ + v e

This process is very common in beta emission:
'*N ->'lO + e - + 7 t

B eta-plus (B+) particles
A beta-plus (p+) particles is produced by the decay of a proton into a neutron,
producing a positron (an anti-electron) and a neutrino ( ve ).
p —» n + e+ + v e
A positron is the same as electron but is positively charged, therefore this process
is referred to as beta-plus.
•'C->';Be + e++ v ,

N ote: neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are mentioned due to the fact of their presence
in the emission of beta particles, but will not be covered in detail.

5.3 NEUTRONS
Neutrons are particles that have no charge, which means that both electric and
magnetic fields do not affect its trajectory. There are two ways in which neutron
emission can be achieved, either by a natural decaying radioisotope or an induced
fusion reaction.

-10-

A common natural source of neutron from a radioisotope is Californium-252 (252Cf).
It undergoes spontaneous fission that results in the production of fast neutrons. A
1 microgram sample of pure Californium emits 1.92 x 107 per second a particles
and undergoes fission reactions at the rate of 6.14 x 105 per second emitting fast
neutrons.

The second process by which neutrons are produced is by fusion reactions. The
most common practice is the use of a particles to bombard a target eg. boron (E. A.
Lorch et. al. 1973) or beryllium (M. Anderson et. al. 1971). This results in the
emission of a neutron.
*a+]05BW*N+ln

Figure 5.1 Thick target yield of neutron for a
particles on beryllium (M. Anderson et. al. 1981).
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One way to have a constant source of neutrons is by mixing an a source eg. radium226 with beryllium. Also, the fusion of a tritium and a deuterium nucleus produces
an a-particle and a thermal neutron:
+

-->Oi+grt

5.4 GAMMA RADIATION
Gamma (y) rays are photons of a very high frequency. After an atom has decayed
into a daughter atom by emitting a particle as mentioned previously, the daughter
atom is in an excited state, it returns to its ground state by emitting a y-ray.
27

CO

Figure 5.2 The decay process of Cobolt-60 that results in the
emission of two y-rays of 1.173 and 1.332 MeV(E. Browne
et. al. 1978).

Figure 5.3 the decay of Cesium-137 to Barium by emitting a
p-particle and a y-ray with energies of 0.51163 0.66165
MeV respectively (E. Browne et. al. 1978).

-
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The example of Cesium-137 (figure 5.3), shows that it decays by emitting a Pparticle of maximum energy 0.51163 MeV into Barium-137. The Barium that the
Cesium decayed to is in a metastable (excited) state (represented as m after the
atomic weight). It then decays into a stable Barium atom emitting a y-ray with
energy of 0.66165 MeV.

After an atom has undergone an emission of a particle mentioned above the new
atom referred to as the daughter atom, can also be a radioactive atom emitting
radiation. This process can proceed until the final daughter atom is stable (figure
5.4).

Atomic W eight
(A)

Figure 5.4 The decay series of Neptunium emitting a and P
particles to reach a stable element, that is Bismuth (J. W. Rohlf
1994).

- 133 0009 03203443 6

6 GAMMA (v) RAY INTERACTION
As mentioned in the previous section, the y-rays interact with atoms that are in its
path via five processes. The three main processes are Photoelectric effect, Compton
Scattering and Pair Production. Rayleigh scattering and Triplet production are the
other two processes of y-ray interaction (these will not be discussed in detail).

-
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6.1 PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

This phenomena was first discovered by Heinrich & Hertz in 1887 (James et. al.
1994). It involves the ejection of an electron called a photoelectron, from the surface
of a metal as electromagnetic radiation falls upon it.

In this process all of the photon's energy is deposited and used for the ejection of an
electron. Therefore, the maximum kinetic energy that the photoelectron can have
is:
k

-E-F

where Eb is the electrons binding energy of the electron in its shell, while in metals
it is referred to as the work function denoted as Wo. They represent the minimum
energy needed by an electron to escape from the forces that normally bind the
electron to the atom.

Figure 6.1 An electron was ejected from and atom at a velocity v due to
photoelectric interaction between a photon with energy E and the atom.
-
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This process can only take place when the photon’s energy is greater that the cut
off energy Eo where:
E0 ~ Eb

Note: when the photon energy is equal to the binding energy or work function the
electron has NO kinetic energy.

-
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6.2 COMPTON SCATTERING

In 1923 the corpuscular theory received overwhelming support from the
experiments carried out by Compton. The experiments involved the use of an X-ray
source with a sharply defined frequency, v, incident upon a graphite target as
depicted in the diagram below.

Figure 6.2 A simple set-up of how Compton scattering was measured, the scattering
material that was used by Compton was graphite.

It was assumed that the scattered beam would have the same frequency as the
incident beam. This assumption was based on the continuous wave theory, an
incident electric field vector beam of a frequency v upon the free electrons in the
scattering target, would set them to oscillate at the same frequency. This
oscillation by the electrons will in turn radiate electromagnetic waves that again
have the same frequency as that of the incident beam (R. Eisberg et al 1985).

-
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However, the results were not as predicted, the frequency of the scattered beam is
different to the incident:
Au = u - u'
where An is the shift in frequency called the Compton shift, v and \)' are the
incident and scattered frequencies respectively. Also, electrons were ejected from
the scattering material.

Figure
6.3
Shows
experimental
measurements of scattered photon in
experiment as in figure 6.2. High energy
peak corresponds to photon from the
source (left peak) reaching the detector,
and that of the scattered photon (right
peak).

Compton scattering can be described with the analogy of billiard balls, when a
moving ball hits a stationary ball both move at different angles and the momentum
Pi (of the moving ball) and energy E is shared between them. In Compton effect, a
photon collides with an electron and the energy is shared between them. Compton
scattering it is an elastic collision process.

-
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Figure 6.4, represents the process of a photon scattering in where Pi, P3 is the
photon s initial and scattered momentum, while P2, P4 is the electron s initial and
scattered momentum.

Figure 6.4 Schematic representation of Compton scattering.
Since the collision is elastic, conservation of energy gives:
p Yc + me2 = p 3c + yjp/c2 +m 2c4
While the conservation of momentum:
p xc - p 3ccosO + pAc cos^
and
p 3c sin 6 = p 4c sin ^
Eliminating the electron momentum and scattering angle from the above three
equations we get:
PyCp3c( 1- cos O) = me2(p{c - p 3e)
substituting p =

into the equation above we get:
\
\
h (
,
---------- = — (1 - cos 0 )
u2
mc~

-
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6.3 PAIR PRODUCTION
The third and last main process of interaction is Pair production. It can be
considered as the best example in how energy is converted into mass. It involves a
high-energy incident photon that interacts with the nucleus of the target atom. The
photon transfers all of its energy to the nucleus, which leads to the creation* of an
electron and a positron pair hence the term pair production with kinetic energies,
as depicted below.

Figure 6.5 The interaction of a high energy photon (>1.02MeV) with the nucleus. This
interaction results in the production of an electron e' and a positron e+ with velocities v
and v4- respectively.
A positron is identical to an electron except in charge, ie. an electron is negatively
charged while a positron is positively charged.

Again by the law of conservation of energy:
E = K* + K~ +
where
E : energy of the incident photon
* The word ‘creation’ was used due to the fact that they were not originally present, but the energy of the
y-ray was transferred into an electron and positron.

-20-

K +: positron's kinetic energy
K ~: electron's kinetic energy
mQ: rest mass to both electron and positron since they are identical but different in
charge.

The 2m0c 2 term is the rest mass energy for both electron and positron that is equal
to 1.02MeV. In other words for the pair production process to take place, the
minimum incident photon's energy must be greater than 1.02MeV.

As the positron is created and passed through matter, it undergoes a series of
successive collisions until it combines with another electron. This combination
produces an atom positronium that has a very short life of 1010 seconds. The
positronium then decays into two y-rays of 0.51MeV that move in opposite
directions, as depicted in the figure below (R. Eisberg et. al. 1985)

Hence, the terms pair annihilation is commonly associated with pair production.

-21
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Now we come to the question of which of these processes take place when a photon
approaches an atom? The following are examples of which process of interaction
takes place when a photon of energy E (eV) is incident upon lead and aluminium.

For lead (R. Eisberg et. al. 1985):
Photoelectric

E < 5xl05eV

Compton scattering

5xl05 ëV < E < 5xl06eV

Pair production

5xl06éV < E

For aluminium:
Photoelectric

E < 5xl04eV

Compton scattering

5xl04 ëV <E < lxlO7eV

Pair production

lxlO 7éV < E

The differences between the lead and aluminium are due to characteristics of the
two atoms that give rise to different cross sections (section 7) that affects which
process of photon interaction will take place.

-
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6.4 RAYLEIGH SCATTERING
So far we have discussed photons that interact with atoms resulting in the
emission of particles such as electrons and positrons, and/or photons namely
characteristic X-rays.

There is a process in which the photon can collide with atoms without any loss of
energy (no change in frequency). As the electromagnetic wave associated with the
photon deposits its energy to the atom’s electrons, the electrons oscillate
momentarily (at the same frequency as that of incident photon) radiating
electromagnetic waves. Since there is no change in frequency, no energy is
transferred to the atom.

This process is called Rayleigh-scattering, after the physicist who discovered it in
1900, or also known as Coherent Scattering.

-
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6.5 TRIPLET PRODUCTION
This process involves the interaction of a high-energy photon (greater than
2.044MeV) with the atom’s electrons. It results in the emission of three particles,
the original electron and the creation of a positron and electron pair (very similar
to pair production in the creation of a positron, electron pair).

The possibility of this process to take place is very low (compared to Pair
Production), and it is usually considered in Pair Production cross section (refer to
section 7).

Very few isotopes that emit y-rays with energies greater than 2.044MeV, such as:
•

Sodium ( 24Na ) emits a 2.76MeV y-ray

•

Gallium ( 72Ga ) emits a 2.20MeV y-ray

Note: Rayleigh scattering and triplet production are not considered in latter
sections due to the fact that they happen infrequently enough to make their
consideration unimportant.

-
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6.6 BREMSSTRAHLUNG
Photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair production processes result in the
emission of an electron from an atom, but it was not discussed what happens to the
ejected electron. One of the process by which not all electrons interact with atoms
is called Bremsstrahlung. The word bremsstrahlung is composed of two German
words brems (braking or decelerating) and strahlung (radiation).

Figure 6.7 Paths in which an electron can take as it interacts with an atom
This process takes place in the nucleus field of the target atom.

Consider a beam of electrons incident upon a matter with a heavy nucleus. As the
electrons approach the nucleus of the target atom, a few of them deviate from their
paths due to electrostatic interactions as depicted figure 6.7.

This deviation results in the electrons loss of kinetic energy. This loss of energy is
seen in the form of an X-ray due to the law of conservation of energy.
hu = K -25

-

where:
K:

electron's initial kinetic energy

K l:

electron's final kinetic energy

v:

emitted X-ray frequency

That is the main process by which X-rays are produced by diagnostic X-ray
equipment seen in hospitals and medical centres.

-
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6.7 CHARACTERISTIC X-RA YS
In Photoelectric effect and Compton scattering an electron is ejected from the K, L,
M, or N shells.

Figure 6.8 shows the arrangement of the electrons in an atom in each shell or to be
more accurate energy states. Due to the fact that the momentum and corresponding
coordinate cannot be predicted simultaneously, which is known as the Uncertainty
Principle, the electrons do not revolve around the nucleus in a fixed orbit as it was
perceived as shown in figure 6.8, but in a cloud’. Refer to R. Eisberg et. al. 1985 for
detailed explanation on the quantum states of the electrons in atoms.

The electron leaves a vacancy that results in the atom becoming ionised (number of
protons do not equal the number of electrons) hence the term ionising radiation.

-
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If the ejected electron is from the K shell, an electron from the L shell may ‘drop
down’ emitting a characteristic X-ray due to the energy difference between shells.
In turn an electron from the M shell drops down to L shell and another
characteristic X-ray. This process keeps on repeating up until an electron is
captured from the medium to fill the vacancy in the N shell. However, the captured
electron has momentum that is transformed into an X-ray.

The electrons in the K energy state have a lower energy than the N state. Due to
this energy difference between the states, an electron will require energy to be
raised to a higher energy state, or it will emit energy as it goes down an energy
state that we see as a characteristic X-ray.

There are two points that are to be considered:
1. Not all atoms have K, L, M and N shells are filled by electrons. The number of
electrons an atom has is equal to its atomic number (Z).
2.

In photoelectric effect and Compton scattering an electron from the K shell is
mainly ejected.

An example of characteristic X-rays emitted from Compton scattering from
Tungsten, show two high in energy X-ray peaks (K« and Kp) emitted (Figure 6.9).

-28-

Figure 6.9 Continuous X-ray spectrum showing two characteristic

K„ and Kp X-rays (James E. Turner et. al. 1992).

These two peaks are due to the transition of electrons from the L to K energy
states. Refer to James E. Turner et. al. 1992 on which transitions are possible from
L to K energy states since some transitions are forbidden. These energies are
different due to fine energy structure of the K-shell.

-
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7 CROSS SECTION
Consider a beam of parallel photons incident upon a slab: which process of
interaction out of photoelectric, Compton or pair production will take place, (given
a set of circumstances) since all of these processes (mentioned in the previous
sections) remove photons from the incident parallel beam? The probability of a
process to take place when interacting with the atom can be specified by the cross
section o.

Figure 7.1 Shows which process of interaction will

take place between a y-ray and an atom with atomic
mass Z (G. F. Knoll 1989).

The figure above shows which process of interaction out of photoelectric, Compton
and pair production will dominate (more probable), as a y-ray with energy
E = hv emitted from a radioisotope interacting with atoms of atomic number Z.

Considering Compton scattering (since it is a very common process), let Ncs be the
number of photons that undergo compton scattering, therefore:
N cs = <7cs In

-
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where:
(Jcs : compton scattering cross section
I

: number of photons in the incident beam

n

: number of atoms per unit area of the target material

By using geometrical analogy to explain the cross section, assume that <7CS is a
circle that is centred on the atom in the plane of a slab. If the photon enters that
circle it will undergo compton scattering, as depicted below.

Figure 7.2 A geometrical representation of the scattered
rays as it enters the cross section.

The circle geometry is not to be taken literally due to the fact that it is incorrect, it
is used as a tool for convenience of explanation and visualisation.

-31
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Figure 7.3 Shows that the total attenuation coefficient of
lead is the summation of Compton, pair production and
photoelectric effect, and the change in the attenuation
coefficient with respect to the y-ray energy (R. Eisberg
1985).
The figure above shows the three processes of a photon interaction that dominate
when an incident photon with energy E interacts with a lead atom where a cs is the
compton cross section, o pe photoelectric cross section, a

is the pair production

cross section and a is the total cross section:
°=<rpe+<rcs+<7pr

7.1 PHOTOELECTRIC CROSS SECTION
The photoelectric component varies according to the atomic number (Z) of the
material that can be described by the following approximation:
> For Z > 16, it varies as Z38
> For Z < 15, it varies as Z3

Also, the cross section, varies with respect to the energy of the incident photon (EP)
as EP-3(P. Metcalf et al. 1997).
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7.2 COMPTON CROSS SECTION
Klein and Nishina (1929) determined the differential Compton scatter cross section
per electron:
tì?0*
_ 2
f 1 + cos 2 0 >f l t
a 2(l - c o s ò )2
'j
1
Ï
d à = Zr° ^l + a ( l - c o s 0 )^
2
j^ (l + cos2 0 )(l + a [ l - c o s 0 ])^
where:
a =

E.
m0c

mo: electron rest mass
ro: classical electron radius

From this it can be noticed that the probability of scattering at an angle of 0,
decreases as 0 increases, except for low energies.

Figure 7.4 A polar plot incident photons (from the left) that undergo Compton
scattering at an angle 0. The curves are the energies of the incident
photon (G. F. Knoll 1989).
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1

; . o cs
were (P. Metcalf ei. a l 1997):
A: mass number
EP: Photon energy

7.3 PAIR PRODUCTION
The differential cross section to Pair production is (P. Metcalf et. al. 1997):
2

2

pair _ Z _J o-m 2r4F
dii
137 2k m 0 C * pair
where:
Fpair. is a function (complicated) of momentum, energy and angle of projection of the
positron and electron.

In contrast to photoelectric and Compton scattering for which the cross sections
decrease, pair production cross section increases as the photon energy increases.
•'•<Vr “ 22 loSEp

7.4 ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT
We can use the cross section to determine the number of photons that emerge from
the slab (as depicted in the figure). Let Io be the number of photons that are
incident upon a slab with a thickness t with a density of p (atoms per m3). As the
photons travel through the slab x m, 7(x) is the number of photons of photons
remaining.
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Figure 7.5 A block of thickness t of which
the y-rays travel x meters. The emerging yrays are then determined emerging form
the slice dx.

Now consider a very thin slice with a thickness of dx, the number of atoms per m2
in this slice is p times the volume or pdx. Therefore, the number of atoms that will
interact with the slice is specified by the cross section a is a/(x) pdx. This means
that the number of photons passed through the slice is equal to the number of
incident photons minus the photons that interacted with the atoms in the slice:
l(x + dx)= l(x )-a l (x)pdx
that can be expressed as:
dl (x) = l(x + dx)- l(x) = -aI (x)pdx
To find If (the total number of photons passed through the slab) by integrating
over x\
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d i ( jc )

op dx

I (x )
r 1( / ) d l ( x )
' Jo' " ° P *

b<o) T Ô Ô
In [ / ( x ) l
/(f)=
=

=

op r
per t

/( o >
I 0e

- op t

op are referred to as the attenuation coefficient p that has the dimensions of nr1.
Using the above equation, it can be determine the appropriate thickness of a
material to reduce the radiation by a factor of

. The attenuation coefficient
y

varies from one material to the other as shown in figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6 The attenuation coefficients
of lead (Pb), aluminium (Al) and tin (Sn)
vary with respect to incident photon
energy (R. Eisberg 1985).
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8 EFFECTS OF SURROUNDING MATERTAT,
In section 5, we discussed the ways in which y-rays interact with atoms that are in
its path. The photon s energy and the type of atom that it is incident upon govern
the relative probability for these interactions. The question is why do we need to
know this information?

Figure 8.1 A depiction of what the detector measures in the room, the
primary beam (1), as well scattered beams from the walls (2) & (3).
The spectroscopy of real y-ray sources in free air geometry is a complicated problem
due to the scattering of photons from different objects in experimental conditions.
Figure 8.1 shows the detection of direct photons from the source and photons
scattered (due to Compton Scattering) from the different objects, as they are walls
in this case. Therefore, the detector registers a spectrum from low (scattered and
characteristic X-rays) to high (from source) energy photons.
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Figure 8.2 The effect of the detector’s shielding on the detector (Geoffrey G.
Eichholz 1979).
Figure 8.2 shows a different problem of interaction of photons with the
detector. Normally it will lead to again a broad peak in a Comptom spectrum.

-
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9 DOSIMETRY
The questions that arise, is there a need to measure energy (refer to section 6)
deposited in the medium by photon, and how?

It is a known fact that if an individual is exposed to high levels of ionising
radiation, this can lead to the development of cancer (a process by which is not
fully known National Radiological Protection Board et. al. 1989) possibly followed
by death. Therefore, it is necessary to measure radiation to ensure that personnel
are not exposed to lethal levels of radiation (refer to Appendix A).

As the photon interacts with the atoms in the medium through photoelectric effect,
Compton scattering, and pair production (the main processes) electrons are ejected.
This quantity of energy transferred to electrons is known as Kinetic Energy
Released per Unit Mass (KERMA).
KERMA =

dE
dm

where
E : average energy deposited by the photon in
m : medium mass

There is another component of KERMA called Collisional KERMA (Kc). Consider
an ejected electron, this interacts with another atom via Bremsstrahlung
interaction (refer to section 6.6) that can leave this unit of mass without
interaction. Therefore not all of the energy that was deposited by the photon in unit
mass will remain within it.
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Collisional KERMA = KERMA —Bremsstrahlung

Dose is the quantity by which the total amount of energy deposited in a unit mass
by ionising radiation:

dm

The above equation is identical to collisional KERMA, it is but under one condition
that is when there is Charged Particle Equilibrium i.e. the amount of charge
entering a volume is equal to charge exiting a volume.

Figure 9.1 Energy imparted by a
photon and electron into a unit
volume, (a) A photon with energy hv
undergo Compton scattering that the
ejected electron has an energy of To
that is then stopped in the volume.
The scattered photon leave the volume
with an energy of hv\ (b) The same
process as in (a) with the ejected
electron producing characteristic X-ray
of energy hV\ (c) The ejected electron
leave the volume with energy To1 and
another electron enters and leaves the
volume with energy Ti1 and Ti1
consecutively, (d) The same process as
(c) but the ejected electron with the
ejected
electron
producing
characteristic X-ray of energy hV9 (P.
Metcalf et. al. 1997).
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Considering figure 9.1, (a) and (b) have charged particle equilibrium. Therefore the
total energy deposited in figure 9.1 are;
9.1a
E - h v - hv
=

T
1o

9.1b
E = hv -h v -hv*
= T0 - h v *
9.1c
E = h v - h v + T x- T x -T 0'
= To-T o +Ti ~ t[
9.1d
E = hv -hv '-hv” + Tl = T0 - T q +Tx-

t'

t ' - T 0'

- hv*

There are several terms that are associated with measuring deposited radiation in
a unit volume such as Exposure, Absorbed Dose, Dose equivalent.

E xposure is the amount of charge (dQ) produced by ions (of one sign) in dry air
when all the electrons liberated in air of mass dm are completely stopped (P.
Metcalf et. al. 1997);

dm
The SI unit to exposure is Roentgen.
1 R = 2.58 x 10-4 C/kg
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A bsorbed Dose is the amount of energy deposited per unit mass of the absorbing
material. Its SI unit is Gray (Gy);
1 Gy = 1 J/kg

Equivalent Dose in the ICRP-60 framework considers the type and energy of the
radiation that is incident upon the material. Its SI unit is Sievert (Sv);
H = WrD
Where W r is the Weighting Factor (table 9.1)
Radia Hon Weighting
Fac tor, Wa>

Type and energy range

Photons, all energies
1
Electrons and muons, all energies
1
Neutron, energy <10keV
5
10keV to lOOkeV
10
>100keV to 2MeV
20
>2MeV to 20MeV
10
>20MeV
5
Protons, other than recoil protons, energy >2MeV
5
Alpha particles, fission fragments, heavy nuclei
20
Table 9.1 Weighting factors for Dose equivalent calculations (ICRP-60)

Dose equivalent we are using for characterisation of biological effect of radiation.
The weighting factor based on damage produced to the cells by a particular type of
radiation in comparison with the same absorbed dose from y-rays.
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10 DETECTORS
As it was mentioned earlier, that this project is dedicated to the calibration of
gamma ray detectors. We shall describe the principle operation of gas filled
chambers, scintillators, solid-state, thermoluminescent and neutron detectors that
are most commonly used.

-
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10.1 GAS FILLED CHAMBERS
Gas filled chambers are the oldest and most commonly used detectors. Their
principle operation is based on a gas in a sealed chamber that is ionised by y-ray,
(as described in the earlier sections) producing an ion pair. These ion pairs are a
positively charged atom and a negatively charged electron that are collected by two
plates (figure 10 .1) in the chamber that are maintained at a high potential
difference. Rutherford (E. Rutherford et al. 1908) used gas filled chambers to detect
a-particles.

The number of ion pairs produced is dependent upon the energy of the incident
photon. Consider a photon with energy of IMeV and for each ion pair produced 3035eV is required (of a certain type of gas). This can result in the production of up to
30,000 ion pairs if all of the photon’s energy was used.

The two plates that are maintained at a high potential set up an electric field that
causes a net drift velocity upon the charged particles (they are in continuous
motion due to thermal energy). The positively charged particles move towards the
cathode while the electrons move towards the anode.

o

0

<?
O

O

©

©
O

© 7©

Figure 10.1 Represents the flow of ions
in the chamber.

^ ©
O

0

The electric field’s intensity and interaction’s with surrounding atoms govern the
rate at which these particles move towards the plates. Increasing the applied
potential on the anode and cathode will increase the electric field’s intensity. The
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rise in electric field’s intensity increases the drift velocity. This can be expressed
as:
e
v= ii—
P
where
v: drift velocity
p: mobility
e : electric field intensity
P: gas pressure

While the electric field is expressed as;
V
£= —
d
where
V: potential difference between the anode and cathode
d: distance between the cathode and anode.

Since the electrons are lighter, their drift velocity is of the order of 106 cm s1 while
for the ions it is 103 cm s1 (W. H. Tait 1980).

During the charge collection, a circuit measures voltage drop or the flow of current
through a resistor (that is connect in serial between the anode and cathode), to
display and/or record dose, count rate or counts. Then the potential across the
plates returns to its original state of Vo.

The change in potential across or current through the anode and cathode is
proportional to the number of ion pairs collected. The number of ion pairs produce
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is proportional to the energy and number of the incident ionising radiation
particles that fall upon and interact with the gas in the chamber. Hence, it can be
used to act as a spectrometer for low count rates.

Not all of the ion pairs produced reach the anode or cathode of the chamber. For
instance, an ion that lost its electron may attract another electron from another
atom in a process known as charge transfer collision. For example a free electron
can combine with an atom that has an electron affinity like oxygen ( 0 ~).

The recombination of an ion with electrons (not only with its original electron) is
best expressed as (J. H. Elford 1980)
No. of recombinations per = aC+C_
unit volume in time, t

where
a: recombination coefficient, for air approximately 106 cm3s_1
C+ : concentration of positive ions
C_ : concentration of electrons
C= ^
e
Where
Q: total charge
e: charge of an electron (-1.6bel0-19)

For example there is about lOpC of positive charge in the chamber initially;
no. of positive ions = no. of negative ions = 10pC/cm3= 10 nC/cm3

-
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1.6x10-l0cm3s'1
xlO -2 2
xl0~3s
1.6x10~19C
cm
-12
C
= 10
cm'

lost charges due to recombination
in 1ms

As the potential to the applied cathode and anode is increase so does the drift
velocity. At a particular point of the electric field intensity is reached and beyond,
will not increase the amplitude output signal from the chamber. This is due to the
fact that the probability of the ions reaching the electrodes far exceeds that of them
recombining. This region is known as the saturation region in which Ionisation
Chambers operate at.

By increasing the potential a lot more, another point is reached whereby a
Townsend avalanche of electrons takes place, which can be expressed as
n(x)=n(0)eax
where
n(x): intensity of electrons at x
or. Townsend coefficient
x : electron’s path length

As we can see that an increase of distance will increase the avalanche if the field is
uniform (W. H. Tait 1980).

The Townsend avalanche works on the principle of electrons (produced via y-ray
interactions), gaining enough kinetic due to the electric field that they are capable
of dislodging electrons from other atoms. Therefore, as an ion pair is produced by a
single y-ray, they in turn produce more ion pairs. This is the basis of operation of a
Proportional Counters. It can be said that this process amplifies due to the fact that
-
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its capacitance can be expressed as;
^ _ 5.6*1 (T11 y
L/ —
/ v Lé
( _2
r '
In

where;
L : cylinder's length
r2: outer electrode radius
rx: inner electrode radius
Since the number of ion pairs produced per interaction in proportional counters
and ionising chambers are proportional to the energy of the incident radiation
beam, they can be used for radiation spectroscopy. However, there are limitations
to their energy resolution. In proportional counters for instance is largely
dependent upon the purity of the Xenon gas (D. Simons et. al. 1985), as well as gas
at high pressure (V. Bmitrenko et. al. 1987).

The Gieger-Muller or G-M counter called after the scientists, who developed it,
operates at a much higher potential than the proportional counters. Unlike the
proportional counter, in the G-M counter electrons dislodged from atoms can
promote an uncontrolled avalanche (an avalanche producing more avalanches).
This means that all of the atoms in the chamber will be ionised. However, there is
a point reached whereby an avalanche cannot take place. This happens when a
sufficient number of positive ions are present that their electric field interferes
with the anode's electric field. This interference results in the reduction of the
anode's electric field below a point where an avalanche cannot be promoted.

-
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As an avalanche takes place and the positive ions move towards the cathode, the
electric field around the anode begins to return to its original state. As it returna
another avalanche can take place, but the voltage drop is smaller due to the fact
that fewer positive ions are required to stop the avalanche process. When all of the
positive ions are collected at the cathode, the G-M tube is ready for another count*.
During that period of time where the magnitude of the electric field is low that it
cannot promote an avalanche even when y-ray interacts with the gas, it is called
dead time.

In many of the G-M counters the dead time is rages from 50-lOOps. The time it
takes for the G-M counter to give a full amplitude (ie for the potential across the
anode and cathode to reach Vo) is called the recovery time.

Since the pulse amplitude output from the chamber of a G-M counter is not
proportional to the incident y-ray, it is not used to resolve the energy of the y-ray. It
can only record the number of photons that ionised the gas molecules.

y-rays can travel through long distances without any form of interaction. Therefore,
the detection efficiency of the monitors will definitely be below 100%. Now it is
important to know the number of y-rays that the monitor registers, its efficiency.

The efficiency (commonly referred to as counting efficiency) falls into two categories

Absolute:

*Counts is a term used for number of photons that are detected by any detector.
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_
abs

No. of 7 - rays registered
No. of y - rays emitted by source

that is dependent upon the detector property as well as the counting geometry
(primarily distance from the source).

Intrinsic:
_______ No. of y - rays registered
abs No. of y - rays incident upon detector
that is only dependent upon the detectors characteristics.

Figure 10.3 The graph shows the number of ions
collected in proportion to the operating voltage of the
chamber to both alpha and beta particles (Geoffrey G.
Eichholz 1979).

Figure 10.3 shows the operating voltage of the gas filled chambers and their
recorded counts from the same radioactive source (a and (3 radiation).
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10.2 SCINTILLATORS
Scintillators are just as old as the gas filled chamber, but they are great tools for yray spectroscopy. The Nuclear Medicine industry uses scintillators extensively;
they are incorporated into large imaging instruments, such as the Gamma Camera
and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scanners.

The versatility of the scintillator is due to its simplicity in the conversion of y-rays
into electrical impulses. The basic principle operation of a scintillation detector is a
photomultiplier and a material (know as the scintillator in this case a crystal) that
resides on top of it. The idea is for y-rays interacts with the material that results in
the emission of light. The light is then transmitted to the photomultiplier tube that
gives out an electrical pulse that is proportional to the energy in the scintillator by
the incident y-ray.

Figure 10.4 Shows the process of y-ray interaction with the crystal via photoelectric
or Compton producing light that is converted into a pulse by the photomultiplier.
We shall describe the process by which the y-ray is captured and the emission of
light from the material. The most common type of material is an inorganic crystal.

-
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As the y-ray interacts with the inorganic crystal, it results in the excitation of the
electron from the valence band to the conduction band.

Figure 10.5 Schematic representation
of energy levels, how an electron can
be excited from valance to conduction
band.

The electron then returns to the valence band emitting a photon with an energy
equal to the band gap. Due to the large band gap, the wavelength of the emitted
photon lies outside of the spectral sensitivity region of the photo multiplier tube
that is typically 400nm-500nm. Also, the emitted photon by the inorganic crystal
should be reabsorbed.

For these two reasons dopants called activators such as Thallium are added. These
activators create energy states in the band gap of the scintillator. As the excited
electron in the conduction band decays back to the valence band, it passes some of
its energy to the activator (Figure 10.6). The activator is then excited that results
in the emission of a photon that can be harnessed by the photomultiplier with a
lower energy than the crystals band gap.
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Figure 10.6 Shows the path by
which the electron takes. (1) An
electron is excited by a y-ray to
the conduction band. The
energy is transferred to the
activator where an electron is
excited (2). The electron decays
to the activator’s ground state
(3) emitting a photon as the
crystal’s electron returns to its
Valance band (4).

Decay time is the time taken by an electron to decay back to its ground state that
can be measured. It was found that the decay time is temperature dependant (J. S.
Schweitzer et. al. 1983), as in the case of Nal crystal was found to be 100ns at room
temperature.

R. Hofstadter et.al. 1948 Stated that the use of Nal doped with Thallium, was
found to be more efficient than nephthalene (another type of material) in light
output.

SODIUM IODIDE CRYSTAL Nal(TI)
It is the most commonly used crystal in scintillators consists of Sodium Iodide
(Nal) salt with Thallium (T) as its activator at the ratio 10 3 per mole fraction of
Sodium. The drawback to this crystal is the decay time of 200ns to 230ns (C.
Denlaney et. a l 1968) that can be too long for a high counting. Due to the fact that
it is a salt, humidity can deteriorate the crystal. It is also brittle, which makes it
susceptible to mechanical shock or sever vibrational damage. It also has a
phosphorescent characteristic with 0.15s decay time (C. Denlaney et. al. 1968).
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CESIUM IODIDE CRYSTAL Csl(TI) or Csl(Nal)
Cesuim iodide is another type of crystal with Sodium or Thallium as its activator.
Cesuim iodide is a more malleable crystal than sodium iodide and less brittle. It
can still deteriorate in the presence of humidity, but the rate of deterioration is a
lot less compared to sodium iodide

The light output from a CsI(Na) crystal if about twice that of CsI(Tl). It also has a
decay constant of 0.65ps (P. Brickman et. al. 1965).

There are many other crystals that are not widely used such as:

BGO (Bi4Ge30 i 2)
It was commercially available in the late 70’s. It was found to have an overall
timing resolution by a factor of two worse than Nal(Tl) (M. Moszyeski et. al. 1981).

Barium Flouride (BaF2)
It has two components (M. Laval et. al. 1983), a fast component of a decay time
0.6ns emitting light in the short wavelength region of the spectrum. The slow
component has a decay time of 630ns with an emitted wavelength in longer end of
the spectrum.

Cesium Flouride (CsF)
It has a decay time of 4.4ns (M. Moszynski et. al. 1981a). Due to its poor energy
resolution, it is used for timing measurements (M. Moszynski et. al. 1983) with
excellent timing resolution.
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There are many other types of materials that are used in converting the incident yrays into light such as glass; SiC>2 , Li02, AI2 O3 , MgO (A. D. Bross et. al. 1986)
organic compounds, but are not widely used nowadays due to their inefficiencies.

If the crystal thickness was to increase, the probability of y-ray interaction
increases (as mentioned earlier in section 6) since its mean attenuation coefficient
of 0.015 cm-1 for Sodium Iodide scintillator crystal (A. D. Zych et. al. 1983). If the
y-rays were to interact at the surface (furthest from the photomultiplier) light will
be attenuated as it reaches the photomultiplier. This means that only a fraction of
the light produced by the crystal reaches the photomultiplier (F. H. Attix 1966).
Due to light attenuation and y-ray capture, there has to be a compromise between
light output and y-ray capture efficiency.

Temperature effects (William P. Ball et. al. 1957) on the decay time of scintillator,
can affect time properties of the counting system and energy resolution. Mainly
temperature affects the photomultiplier’s performance (signal to noise ratio)
through thermionic emission of electrons.
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10.3 SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE DETECTORS
They were first developed in 1960’s. Semiconductor or commonly known as Solid
State detectors that operate on the principle of electron excitation from valence to
conduction band. It is then the conductivity or resistance is measured. The main
advantage of this type of detector is that they can be manufactured a very small
size.

Figure 10.7 Miniature detector probe opened, showing the
preamplifier and the planar detector (R. Arlt et. al. 1993).
Their principle operation is the excitation of electrons to the conduction band
leaving a positive ion or a hole behind.

There are two types of solid-state semi-conductor detectors n-type and p-type of the
materials silicon or germanium that depends upon the type of doping or activators
(similar to scintillator crystals). The presence of activators is to increase the
number of charge carriers and for energy states for the electrons to exist in the
band gap (forbidden region).
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N-TPYE
The n-type semiconductor is a germanium or silicon lattice that is covalently
bonded with the doping of an electron donor such as phosphorous.

Figure 10.8 Representation of a
donor (phosphorous) impurity
occupying a site in the crystal.
The donor electron requires very little energy for it to be excited to the conduction
band.

Donor Level

Figure 10.9 Representation of the donor
levels created in the silicon bandgap.
In a pure sample of silicon, there is about 1010cnr3 carrier density at room
temperature. When an activator is added to the silicon, the concentration of
1017atoms/cm3, the

carrier density becomes 1017cnr3.
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P-TYPE
It is similar to n-type but the doping material is an electron acceptor like Boron.
Therefore, the conducting charges are holes.

Figure 10.10 Representation of an
acceptor
(boron)
impurity
occupying a site in the crystal.

In this type of doping an electron is removed from the lattice. This results in a hole
left behind by the electron. An electron from a different location that fills that hole
although still bound to a specific location is loosely attached than a typical valance
electron.

acceptor levels created in the silicon
bandgap.

If the concentration of the doping material in a p-type semiconductor is
1013atoms/cm3 has a resistance of 5000cm-1. While the theoretical resistance of the
material without any doping (pure) is 200 OOOQcm1.
-
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At room temperature, both n-type and p-type material can conduct due to the
presence of electrons and holes in the material, the probability per unit time for an
electron-hole pair to exist due to thermal excitation is expressed as:
p(T) = CT^2 exp

__ g_
2kT

where:
T: absolute temperature
Eg: band gap energy
k : Boltzman constant
C: probability constant characteristics of material

In the presence of ionising radiation, an excess of electrons and holes in n-type and
p-type semiconductors consecutively are generated. It is proportional to the
number of y-rays interacting and their energies deposited. As quickly as they are
formed, they can be coupled quickly as well.

It is then necessary to stop the coupling process of charges for the purpose of
collection and measurement by an external circuit. This is achieved by the
evaporation of an n-type material on top of a p-type semiconductor for instance. As
the electrons are elevated to the conduction band in the n-type, and the formation
of holes in the p-type, a region of neutral charge is formed that extends into both
the n-type and p-type regions. Which is known as the depletion region.

The electrons flow from the n-type to the p-type, while the holes in the opposite
direction. If a potential is applied with the (+) at the p-type and (-) to the n-type
enhances a process know as forward biasing. It will enhance the coupling of
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electrons with the holes since the electrons will flow to the p-type and holes to the
n-type. Also the depletion region will extend even further. However if the
connection was to be reversed ((-) at the p-type and (+) to the n-type), this will
apply a force to the electrons and the holes in their opposite directions. This
process is known as reverse biasing which is the principal operation of the
semiconductor detectors.
Figure 10.12 Shows how a
semiconductor is connected
to a high potential in a
reverse
biasing.
The
electrons fall back to the ntype region because of the
applied positive potential.
While the holes also fall
bach to the p-type region
because of high negative
potential.

By applying a high potential in reverse biasing, the n-type and p-type of the
detector act as the anode and cathode of a gas filled chamber.

The applied potential governs the width of the depletion region, the higher the
wider the layer becomes eg. a few micrometers at 100V to 5mm at 1000V potential.

As an ion pair (electron and hole) is generated by y-ray interaction with the
semiconductor, the charges are then collected at the n-type and p-type regions
accordingly. This results in a in change to the applied potential that is measured by
an external circuit.

By increasing the applied potential to the semi-conductor more than 1500Vm, a
gain of 150 to 200 is achieved (M. R. Squillante et. al. 1986). This type of conductor
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is called an Avalanche Diode (similar to proportional counters in gas filed
chambers).

Semi-conductors are not the only type that can be used as position sensitive
detectors. However, since they can be fabricated into very small sizes (micrometers)
that gives a far better spatial resolution than other detectors (C. F. G. Delany et. al.
1992).
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10.4 THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS
In many parts of the world, personnel who are members of industries that are
involved in the use of ionising radiation, especially those who are in close proximity
of radioactive sources, wear radiation-monitoring devices called personal dosimeter.
They measure the amount of radiation the individual was exposed to. This is due to
health regulations and for safety purposes they are used to monitor the personnel
and ensure that they are not exposed to dangerous levels of radiation. If this were
to happen measures can be taken, such as investigation of leakage or recklessness,
and the treatment to the individuales).

Electrically powered (batteries) dosimeters are widely used; their advantage is that
they give an instant readout of radiation exposure. While their disadvantages are:
•

Expensive to purchase and repair (if damaged).

• After some time they become obsolete due to technological development.
•

Require calibration at constant intervals that can be expensive.

•

Require battery cells to operate.

Thermoluminescent Dosimeters are the alternative due to reasons that will be
discussed later, (T. Kron et. al. 1995 accounts for various types of TLDs and their
applications).

Thermoluminescent Dosimeter (TLD) is derived from Thermoluminescence, which
comprises of two words, thermo (heat) and luminescence (light). It involves the
heating of a compound that emits light. If the compound was exposed to radiation
and trap the energy (of the photon), then when heated releases this energy in the
form of light proportional to the amount of radiation exposed to, hence the word
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dosimeter. We shall discuss the theory of how TLDs work when exposed to
radiation, how to read them and their uses.

T h e o ry
Similar to scintillators and semiconductors, an electron is excited from the valence
band to the conduction band. The electron then returns to the valence that results
in the emission of a light. If we can take this step further by trapping the electron
in the excited state (by preventing it from returning to the valence band) in order
to promote the emission of light when required. That is why impurities (similar to
scintillators and semiconductors detectors) are added that has energy states in the
band gap of the TLD material. This energy state traps the electron preventing it
from returning to the valence band. As the compound is heated, the electron gains
enough energy to jump to the conduction band, then returning to the valence band
by emitting a photon (light) as depicted in figure 10.13.
Condu ction
' Bar Ld .

Incident
y-ray

V

Condu ction
^ Bai Ld

Visible emitted
photon

Trapped
electron

V

'V W r *
Band gap

Band gap

Valence
Band

Valence
Band -

Figure 10.13 The process by which TLD operate. An electron is excited from
Valence band to Conduction band by a y-ray (left) and is trapped as it decays down
to the Valence band. In the presence of heat, the electron is excited from the
trapped state to Conduction band, then decaying down to the Valence band (right)
emitting a photon (light).
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Less that 1% of the electrons that reach the conduction band are trapped (Y.
Horowitz et. al. 1984).

The amount of emitted light by the TLD is proportional to the heating temperature
and the level of radiation it was exposed to. This can be expressed as;

r
n = n0exp - s i expl*r J

where:
n:

Number of electrons released from trapped state

n0: Number of electrons in the trapped state
s:

frequency factor (electrons attempt to escape from trapped state)

t:

time during which electrons are released

Eg: energy of the impurity (trapping state)
k : Boltzman constant
There is problem with the above equation, the temperature T is not reached
instantaneously in practice, but slowly. That is why we see a glow curve (light
output form the TLD).

The above equation is most suitable at low temperatures, but at high temperatures
the glow curve can be expressed as (A. F. Mckinlay et. al. 1981):
\ \
( Eg )
0 f s
E£
e_Y
l(T ) = n0sexp ____£_ exp 1 - —exp ( ____
dT
Jo
kT
R
kT
\
V
K
J) >
K
where:
R:

Heating constant

l(T ): TLD light output at temperature T
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The previous two equations hold when the heating rate R is constant, ie
D
^

dT _
^
dt cons^an^’

.
.
optional heating rate to obtain the best output varies from

on material to the other.

The last two equations mentioned earlier are too complicated to be used for
analysis and curve fitting, but a simple version (E. Podgorsak et. al 1972, A.
Delgado et. al. 1992);
/ (7') = / max exp(l + w{T - rmax) - exp(w(T - TmJ ) )
where:
w

kT

7max: maximum fight intensity at a temperature Tnmx.

TLDs are made of different materials such as LiF:Mg,Ti (Mg and Ti are the
impurities added to LiF) which has more than one trapping energy state that exists
in the band gap.
Figure 10.14 Different material can have
more than one trapping state, hence
many glow peaks
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This means that there will be more than one glow peak since each trapping state
has glow peak.

Figure 10.15 Schematic drawing showing the glow peaks (using the equation
/(7,)= /maxexp(l + w (r-rmax)-exp(w(7’ -7’raax))) T. Kronet. a l 1994)

R eading TLDs
To read TLDs implies the use of heating that can be performed in many different
ways, but many apply the use of an ohmic device eg heating coil or a hot jet of
nitrogen gas.

-
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There are two ways in heating TLDs:
1. Very slow heating for the separation of the glow peaks.
2. Fast reproducible heat for rapid processing.

Many of the current TLD readers incorporate the use of photomultipliers (PM) for
the capture and conversion of light output from the TLD to an electrical pulse. In
practice there are several aspects that are to be considered when reading TLDs
that give rise to errors.

Figure 10.16 A Rialto TLD reader.
The trapped electrons can be excited to reach the conduction band and decay back
to the valence band at room temperature, known as fading. This is due to the
energy separation between the trapping state (E ) and the conduction band. The
lower Eg is, the probable the electron will decay back to the conduction band. Ultra
Violet rays can also cause fading that is why they placed in lightproof containers.

The size and shape of the TLD influences the dose response (response per unit
mass) of the TLD (T. Kron et. dl. 1993). Since the density is 2.7g/cm3, this will lead
-
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to an increase the emission of secondary electrons than the tissue, although they
have similar effective masses, tissue Zefr= 7.64 and LiF Zefr= 8.14. This can lead to
an overestimate of dosage.

While the orientation of TLDs with respect to the incident beam (directional
response) can affect its dose readings. This is due to the attenuation of the beam
through the material itself. As in the case of LiF ribbons of a thickness of 0.9mm
70% of lOkeV X-ray beam is absorbed in the material (A. Ahmed et. al. 1989, G.
Endres et. al. 1970).

TLDs can be applied in many different ways, such as placing them around a tissue
for dose measurement of radiotherapy treatment. They can also be used to monitor
personnel who handle radioactive material. They can be included into rings and
wristbands. This is due to the fact that the closer you are to a source, the higher
the dose (Appendix B). Therefore when in contact with source, the dosage becomes
very high.

Institutions that use ionising radiations such calibration and radiotherapy
facilities irradiate TLD and compare the readouts with the known dose. This is
performed to establish or check calibration factors.

The TLD dose response can range from 10_5-103 Gy (C. Charles et. al. 1983).
However, their light out put (or its energy response) is not linear to photon energy
(figure 10.17) as well dose (10.18).
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Figure 10.17 Response of LiF TLD chips to
varying photon energy normalised to
Cobolt-60 (G. Endre et. al. 1969)

Figure 10.18 Dosage response of LiF TLD chips. A=background reading,
B=start to linear dose response range, C=start of supralinear behaviour and
D=radiation damage (T. Kron et. al. 1994).
-
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Calibration is performed by exposing TLDs to a known dose, and a reading is
obtained. The results are then plotted of light output vs. dose and used for future
calculations.

An important factor that makes them very useful, is the fact that they are
reusable. As mentioned earlier that after heating, all of the trapped electrons
return to the valence band emitting light. This means that they can be excited
again and trapped (the electrons). Therefore, it is reusable. However, it is not
recommended to reuse it immediately after it was read, TLDs must undergo a
process of annealing. The process of anneahng is to heat TLDs to a high
temperature then rapid coohng in order to have (nearly) all of the electrons in the
valence band. Anneahng is performed in an anneahng oven, this is due to the fact
that TLD readers cannot reach these high temperatures because the PM that can
be damaged by heat.

Recap:
D isad va n ta g es

A d v a n ta g es
•

Cheap to purchase

•

Susceptible to beam direction

•

Come in all sizes and shapes

•

Overestimate of dosage if more than are

•

Reusable

•

A wide range of dosage

placed in close proximity
•

Cahbrate before use

•

UV can cause it to fade

Table 10.1 Listing of the advantages and disadvantages of TLDs.
LiF (with Mg and Ti as the activators) TLDs were used, and they have an accuracy
of ±3% to ±5% (T. Kron et. al. 1995).
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10.5 NEUTRON DETECTORS
Unlike a, (J and y radiation, neutrons cannot be detected or measured directly. In
order to detect or measure neutron radiation, it must undergo an interaction
producing secondary radiation that can be detected:

Target nucleus + neutron----------------- ►

Recoil nucleus
Proton
Alpha particle
Fission fragments

Examples of neutron induced reactions:
6Li (n. q) reaction
It is a very popular reaction for the detection of slow neutrons.
3Z//+Jw—^H-\-2 OC
This reaction on neutron with lithium results in the production of a tritium and
atom an a- particle with energies of:
E3h=2.73 MeV & Ea=2.05 MeV
Therefore its Q* value is 4.78 MeV, while it has a cross section of 940 Bams*.

8He (n.p) Reaction
A sealed cylinder containing 3He gas (similar to gas filled chambers) can be used as
neutron detector that yields the following reaction:

in this reaction a tritium atom and a proton particle are produced with energies:
E3h=0.191 MeV & EP=0.573 MeV
*Q- value is the total energy liberated from the reaction the higher it is, the easier it is to
discriminate between emitted particles and y-rays.
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Therefore its Q-value is 0.764 MeV with a cross-section of 5330 Bams.

Emitted neutrons are of two types, fast and thermal neutrons. The difference is
that fast neutrons are of a higher energy than thermal neutrons. The cut-off
energy that distinguishes between fast and thermal neutrons is 0.5 MeV which is
the energy of the emitted neutrons from Califronium-252 (252Cf)

There are several methods that are implemented into detectors for the detection of
fast neutrons;
•

Detectors that are based upon moderation

•

Neutron induced reactions

•

Fast neutron scattering

Detectors based upon moderation
Fast neutron are of a very high energy that are difficult to detect, or to put it more
simpler terms low efficiency. One way to improve this is by surrounding the
detector with a moderating material, such as polyurethane. (R. Bramlette et. al
1960). To moderate a neutron is to slow it down (loss of energy), any material can
be used but which type is more suitable?

Consider a table tennis ball that is thrown at stationary bowling balls. The table
tennis ball will bounce off the bowling ball with little negligible loss to its
momentum. While if a table tennis ball was used instead that of a bowling ball, the
thrown ball will loose some of its momentum. Hydrogen has the closest rest mass*

* Bams is a scale of atomic cross sectional area, the higher the more probable this reaction
will take place, 1 bam = 10 23cm2
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to the neutron. Therefore, by using hydrogen rich material such as polyurethane, is
the most suitable moderator.

3He proportional counters are designed for the detection of slow neutrons.
Therefore, to detect fast neutrons, they are moderated at first. Charged particles
are produced in the chamber (as in the gas filled chamber), it is essential for the
neutrons to interact with the gas. However, 3He is a small atom and the probability
of a neutron interaction is small. There are two ways to accommodate for that;
•

Increase the size of the chamber

•

Increase the chamber’s pressure (ie the number of 3He) (Eiji Sakai et. al. 1980,
Fredrick L. Glesius et. al. 1988).

These methods of moderation detectors were used with the arrangement of various
diameters with a lithium scintillator at the centre (R. Bramlette et. al. 1960). Since
this method of detection is not fundamentally related to radiation dose, substantial
errors can arise when applied to different source conditions (D. Rogers et. al. 1979).

A common problem with these units (next gas leakage) is the build up of
electronegative poisons. A layer of activated charcoal within the tube was found to
be effective in removing these poisons and was found to extend the detectors useful
life-time (Albert E. Evans et. al. 1976).

D etectors based upon in du ced reactions
Lithium scintillators can be used for fast neutron spectroscopy (J. Eaton et. al.
1965 & D. Johnson et. al. 1969) by cooling the crystal. While 3He can be used in
scintillators, but they have a very low light yield. The addition of Xenon gas, it
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increases the light output by a factor of 5. A. Sayers et. al. 1964, J. L. Friends et. al.
1964 and T. Fuse et. al. 1969 contain specific design of 3He proportional counter as
well as applications.

Detectors the utilise fast neutron scattering
It is a very common method that is based upon that is based on elastic scattering of
neutrons by light nuclei. Some of the neutron’s kinetic energy is transferred to the
target nucleus that produces a recoil nucleus. Since the target nucleus is always
light, the recoil nucleus behaves much like a proton or an oc-particle as it losses
energy in the medium. The most popular target nuclei are hydrogen followed by
helium and deuterium.

As in elastic scattering of neutrons with hydrogen, a proton is produced referred to
as the recoil protons. Detectors that are based upon neutron scattering are called
proton recoil detectors.

This following equation describes the relation of the kinetic energies of the recoil
nucleus and neutron:

where:
target nucleus
A: mass of target ---------------------- mass
neutron
En: neutron’s kinetic energy
0: recoil nucleus scattering angle in the laboratory frame
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This equation is for relativistic neutrons ( E n<<939MeV). The scattering angle of
the neutrons is determined in the centre o f mass frame

Figure 10.19 Neutron elastic scattering in the Centre of mass and Laboratory frames.
In order to relate the two frames with respect to each other, the following
transformation is used:

/l - c o s /

cos

We can see that the energy of the recoil nucleus is dependant upon its scattering
angle. The maximum energy that the nucleus can have (at 90°) is:

F^ R m ax =

£
(1 +

Af

"
4A

E*

Target Nucleus
m

5 l

(1 +

»ax

Af

i

1

if f

2

8/9 = 0.889

2He

3

3/4 = 0.750

zHe
\2/^<

4

16/25 = 0.640

6^

12

48/169 = 0.284

16 q

16

64/289 = 0.221
Table 10.2 Maximum energy that can be transferred during a
neutron collision (G. Knoll et. al. 1989).
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The table shows the amount of energy that is transferred in neutron scattering of
various materials.

The recoil nucleus energy can range from 0 to ERmax with equal probability.
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Figure 10.20 Shows that the energy of
recoil nuclei rang form 0 to ERmax with equal
probability.
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11 DETECTOR NOISE
Detectors such as Gas-filled chambers, Scintillators and Semiconductors are
electrically powered devices. They incorporate the use of amplifiers in order to
amplify the signal output from the detectors for the purpose of display.

All electronic equipment generates Noise that obscures the desired signal. Noise in
electronics is random signals unrelated to the input signal of an amplifier (R. J.
1992), such as Johnson noise, shot noise, photon, — noise and interference.
V

11.1 JOHNSON NOISE
Any resistor in an open circuit (or even by itself) generates a voltage noise across
its terminals that are referred to as Johnson Noise. It only found in resistive
elements only. Johnson noise is expressed as (P. Horowitz 1995):
V noise(rms) =

V

4kTRB

where:
Vnoise(rms) •

root mean square of voltage noise

k:

Boltzmann constant

T:

Absolute temperature

R:

Resistance

B:

Bandwidth

*

Johnson noise has the same power at each frequency (or bandwidth). Consider a
lOkfl resistor at room temperature produces a 1.3pV Johnson noise at open circuit.
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11.2 SHOT NOISE
Shot noise mainly exists in p-n junction diodes and vacuum tubes. It is a slow build
up of charge, and at a point it is shot through the junction. It is expressed as (P.
Horowitz 1995):
¡m, = V29/S
where:
q:

electron charge 1.6xl019

I:

current

B:

bandwidth

11.3 PHOTON NOISE
Photon noise is only expressed in photon detectors only. Photons that fall on a
detector at an average rate (with fluctuations), the current noise is expressed as
(W. L. W olfe):
' » =^2qriNB
where:
rf: quantum efficiency ie. number of secondary electrons produced per photon (less
than one)
N : Average photon rate
B : Bandwidth
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11.4 GENERATION-RECOMBINATION NOISE
Another type of noise that is only expressed in photon detectors. Since photons rely
upon the excitation of electrons from the valance band to the conduction band, they
can recombine before they are recollected as mentioned earlier. These actions of
excitation and recombination produce noise that is expressed as (W. L. Wolfe et. Al.
1998):
.

_ I 2 /2t
vi + ® v

where:
I: average current
(0: circular frequency
T : detector time constant

1 1 .5 - NOISE
V

It is not a fully understood concept, but it is there. It can be related to poor surface
states, impurities in the material, structure of the detector, poor contact etc. and is
expressed as:
.

_ la F

l™ ~ i v c
where:
J: DC current
v: frequency
a,b,c: empirical constants
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It is present in all forms eg. the flow of the Nile over the last 2000 years (P.
Horowitz 1995). Also, it is present from the most expensive to the cheapest resistor.

11.6 INTERFERENCE
Gas filled chambers generate high voltages that in turn produce strong electric
fields which in turn affects the flow of electrons in amplifier circuit (that is if the
chamber is close) or interfere (W. L. Wolfe).

There are also many detectors that are connected to the amplifier via long cable.
Mechanical movement to the wires can affect the signal. This phenomenon is
known as the microphonie effect (P. Horowitz 1995).

The following figure shows the type of noise and its corresponding voltage output
as a function of frequency.

Figure 11.1 Spectra of noise as a function of frequency
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METHOD
As it was mentioned this project is divide into three sections;
1. Calibration Facility
2. Nuclear Medicine
3. Radiotherapy
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12.1 MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS
Since Monte-Carlo is used in all sections, it will be discussed here first. Monte
Carlo is a method that was developed during the WWII to simulate particle
transport for the development of nuclear weapons using statistical sampling
techniques. Nicholas Metropolis noted that his colleague Stan Ulam borrowed
money from his uncle saying:
“Just had to go to Monte Carlo” hence this method was named Monte-Carlo (Judith
F. Briesmesiter et. al. 1997).

With the information mentioned in section 6 Gamma ray interaction, we can
determine the approximate dose to selected volumes using analytical expressions.
However, it would be a VERY COMPLICATED method that would require the
derivation and solution of many transport equations. This method of solving
equations is known as the Deterministic Method.

The Monte-Carlo method uses the known physics (rules) governing radiation
interactions and scattering along with reaction and scattering cross sections to
simulate the paths of radiation through materials.
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Figure 12.1 An example of an interaction process by Monte
Carlo simulation. (1) Compton scattering the ejected
electron is captured. The scattered photon undergoes
Compton scattering (2) and the ejected electron is also
captured. Finally, the scattered photon undergoes
photoelectric interaction (3) and the ejected electron reaches
the boundary of the block and any further analysis is
terminated.

The program that was used in this study is called MCNP Version 4a*, the following
describes how it works. Consider the example above, a high-energy photon,
interacts at event (1) and undergoes Compton scattering. The electron is then
stored (banked) in the memory for later analysis and the scattered photon is
analysed. At event (2), another Compton scattering, occurs, and again the scattered
electron is banked for later analysis and the scattered photon is analysed. Event
(3), a photoelectric interaction takes place that results in the emission of electron
that is then banked. The scattered photon has now dissipated all of its energy. The
emitted electron from event (3) is then retrieved from the memory and is then
analysed. It was then found to have reached the boundary and any further analysis
is then terminated. The electron from event (2) is then retrieved from memory and
its path is then analysed until it is captured. The other electron from event (1)

The software was used in association with the Nuclear Medicine Dept, of Illawara Hospital at
Wollongong, Australia under the guidance of Mr. Martin Carolane. This program was constructed by the
Transport M ethods Group (XTM) of the Applied Theoretical & Computational Physics Division (X
Division) at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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treated in a similar way. Therefore MCNP works by analysing each event and
storing in its memory the results of each interaction. The banked particles are then
retrieved and each one is analysed until captured or its energy drops below a preset
level. What was described was only for one high energy photon i.e. one history, in
fact it performs many of them.

The above explains both photon and electron transport. However, to do both
(electron and photon) will increase the computation time. Therefore photon mode
(computing for photon transport only) was selected. This is a valid for this problem
due to the fact that the range of the electron is short compared to the volumes in
which we wish to calculate doses, as the energy of the scattered electron is 50 keV
for Tc-99 and 250 keV for Cs-137. When MCNP is computing in photon mode for
each interaction that results in the ejection of an electron, the energy of the
electron is considered to be deposited at the point of interaction. Explicit transport
analysis of the electron is not performed.

MCNP uses an ASCII text input file. This input file contains parameters such as
the geometry, radioactive source and material composition. The input (Appendix C)
file composed of six sections:1

1. Definition of the material type and density that exists between boundaries
called a cell eg. walls.
2. Definition of all the boundaries in a Cartesian coordinate system, whether they
are planes, cylinders etc. with respect to the origin.
3. Definitions of material types such as lead, steel, concrete, water and air as in
this case.
-
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4. Source definition specifying energy, angle and spatial distributions of the
source radiation.
5. The tally quantities to be calculated. These may be fluxes, doses, or interaction
rates within cells in the problem geometry.
6. The number of photons called histories for the program to use.

The output results of Monte-Carlo simulations are dependent upon the parameters
entered. In simple terms, if the exact geometry and composition of the problem are
entered, sufficient histories are run and the physics parameters are set
appropriately, then results should be close to the actual values. However,
excessively detailed models will increase the computation time. Therefore, some
simplifications (compromises) can be and were made without affecting our results
dramatically. These simplifications are explained in its corresponding sections.

A trial run with a small number of histories was used initially to approximately
determine the amount of time it will take to compute each history. The number of
histories was increased to a reasonably high value to give a low percentage error
(less than 10%). The number of histories affects the statistical error, i.e. if the
number of histories is large, the errors would be low and vice versa.

As MCNP completes its calculations, it constructs an output file (Appendix D) that
contains the results in a format specified in the input file. The results are displayed
in the form of a frequency distribution table:

-
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cell

11
energy
5 . 0000E-02
1 . 0000E-01
1 . 5000E-01
2 . 0000E-01
2 . 5000E-01
3 . 0000E-01
3 . 5000E-01
4 . 0000E-01
4 . 5000E-01
5 . 0000E-01
5 . 5000E-01
6 . 0000E-01
6 . 5000E-01
7 . 0000E-01
total

7 . 15551E-09
2 . 85625E-07
3 . 51928E-08
8 . 67366E-08
1 . 97258E-07
1 . 78582E-07
1 . 96506E-08
1 . 10011E-08
1 . 40821E-08
1 . 03218E-08
2 . 39852E-08
3 . 15185E-08
9 . 00180E-08
7 .9 3 600E-06
8 . 92713E-06

0.4214
0.0703
0.1959
0.1 2 3 5
0.0 8 3 8
0.0874
0.2666
0.3 719
0.3275
0.3500
0.2449
0.2 107
0.1 284
0.0133
0.0125

(11) frequency distribution table. It consists of
three columns, the first is the class intervals
(energy bins), the second relative frequency
(fraction of photons) and the third is the error in
fraction.
Figure 12.2, shows a typical result of a cell in the form of a frequency distribution
table. It is divided into three columns;
1. The first, are the energy bins (class intervals), in MeV, which the photon
reaching the cell is classified into.
2. The second, the fractions* of photons reaching the cell in each energy bin.
These are normalized to Per Source Photon (relative frequency).
3. The third, is the fractional error.
The last row in the figure 12.2, it shows the total fraction of photons that reached
the cell per source photon and the error.

From this example (figure 12.2), the total number of photons that reach the cell
when 1 x 108 photons where emitted from the source are;

*Note: the fraction is independent upon the number of histories in the input file
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8.92713 x 10-6 x 1 x 108 = 8.92713 102
Therefore the total number of photons that will reach this cell would be
approximately 893 +1.25%.

For each of the simulations the results were displayed in two sets of frequency
distribution tables. The first is the flux response photon, and the second is the dose
to the cell per source photon. The flux to dose conversions is achieved by the
application of an energy dependant tally modification factor. This is shown in
Appendix E.
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12.2 CALIBRATION FACILITY
In order to calibrate a unit, it is placed a radiation field that is produced naturally
(radioisotope) or artificially (X-rays). A reading is then taken from the unit and
compared with the known value. The unit is then adjusted to give the correct
reading (if necessary). This procedure is repeated at various distances from a
radiation source.

*

In the past, a calibration officer would perform this procedure manually. The
detector was placed at a point by the officer and aligned with respect to the fixed
Cesium (Cs-137) source using a laser beam. The source was then raised and the
procedure was performed as mentioned above. Therefore, for each point the
detector required alignment that can be tedious. This is due to the fact that that a
closed circuit camera was used to observe the reading from a safe location, which is
required an adjustment every time the detector was moved! Automation was the
key to having a modern calibration facility. This will increase efficiency,
productivity, and reducing the time spent in the facility by the officer.

For the purpose of automation it was decided to have the source move, while the
detector is placed on a fixed platform. The source (enclosed in a lead casing) has a
weight of lOOKg! The detectors on average weigh less that 1 Kg. It is inefficient to
move a heavy object, as it will require more energy and less efficient than moving a
light object! Despite this, it was decided to move the source for the following
reasons:
1. Since there is movement on a track, the possibility (no matter how small it is)
cannot be ignored of an object falling. Detectors are delicate instruments that
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are easily damaged by mechanical shock, eg. the fine membrane of gas chamber
can rupture, the scintillator crystal can break, or even the display panel can
break. However, if the source was to fall, it is already n a protective lead casing,
all that can happen is damage to the floor.

2. Many detectors are composed of two units, chamber or scintillator and amplifier
unit that are connected via a cable (figure 12.3). So we have to place a detector,
amplifier and camera that are to be securely mounted and moved. Would it not
be easier to move one object rather than three (camera, detector and amplifier)?
The answer would be yes.

Scintillator
Camera

Amplifier
Unit

Communicato

Ionisation
Chamber

Amplifier
Unit

Figure 12.3 A Victoreen 190 ¿eft) Survey meter amplifier with a scintillator connected via a
coaxial cable. A communicator is attached to the unit for communicating with the computer
for calibration. Berthold (right) amplifier unit with an ionisation chamber. A Camera is
used to view the unit’s readout from a safe location.

3. Many detectors display the output using analogue meters (figure 12.4). This
makes them susceptible to mechanical vibration. Moving a unit like this while
calibrating, requires it to be left for the reading to stabilise which can take up
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to several minutes. Therefore, it is best to have the detectors stationary and the
source to move.

Figure 1 2 .4 a Bicron survey m eter with a
built

in

ionisation

cham ber

and

an

analogue m eter as its display

4. Finally, the use of a closed circuit camera (to observe the readout of the unit
from a safe location) can hinder the calibration. Why? It is due to the lighting of
the room. At points the light will reflect from the surface of the display panel.
This appears as a bright “blur” on the monitor. In other words we cannot see
the unit’s readout that means more adjustment, which leads to less efficiency.
It would be easier to adjust it once rather than several times. An alternative is
to have a single light source that is directed upon the detector and move them.
Since we are dealing with ionising radiation and a moving object, it is necessary
to monitor the entire room using a camera that needs light.

Now it is clear why it was chosen that the source is to move and the detector in a
fixed point. Figure 12.5 shows the proposed layout of the calibration facility. Note
that the calibration officer is situated in a safe position (behind a barrier) so as to
minimise exposure to harmful radiation. The importance of a barrier is explained
in section 12.3.
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Figure

12.5 Proposed design for a calibration facility.

Institute for M edical Research Pty. Ltd.)
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Gam m asonics

The necessity for calibration has already been discussed, the next two questions
arise;
1. How often a unit should be calibrated? (usually it is annually)
2. How to calibrate the unit?

If there are significant sudden changes in the performance of the unit, these would
be noticed by the user. Normally, before each reading a check source is used to
verify the unit is functioning. If the reading is too low it may be due to the unit
being damaged. Therefore, after repair the unit needs to be calibrated.

However, if there are small drifts in the unit, the user cannot recognise it, or even
a scale (since many units have more than one scale) can be faulty. Manufactures
recommend the unit be calibrated or checked on an annual basis, even when its
battery is replaced (Marilyn E. Noz et. al. 1995). The answer to the first question
then is the unit should be calibrated after repair or otherwise at least once a year.

By in large, the following references;
•

Rozenfeld, V. Khivrich, V Kuts, M. Tavlet, L. Malfante, C. Munoz-Ferrada et.
al. 1993,

•

I. M. Brochardt, W. A. Beckham, G. C. Sorell, A. H. Beddoe et. al. 1992.

use an isotope of known activity, energy and dose are used to calibrate radiation
detectors. This is performed by placing the unit in the radiation field and the unit
is then adjusted to give the correct reading.
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The source that is used in this calibration facility is Cs-137 as recommended by the
Australian Radiation Laboratory (Neville J. Hargrave et. al. 1989). There are
several advantages in using a Cesium source;
•

a source of a single y-ray energy 662 keV.

•

Long half-life (no need to buy new sources).

The effect of surrounding material was discussed in Section 8 on radiation. The
walls of the room will contribute to the radiation field through Compton Scattering
and photoelectric effect (Figure 8.1). This means that the detector is not only
measuring the primary radiation (from the source), but also secondary radiation
(scattered beam, characteristic X-rays, emitted electrons from Compton scattering
and photoelectric effect).

Due to scattered radiation, dosimetry measurements will not obey the inverse
square law. To elaborate, the closer the detector is to the source, the main
contributor to the measurement will be the primary radiation beam. While, if the
source is distant from the detector, backscatter contributes to the detector
response.

For the verification of backscatter contribution and by what amount, Monte-Carlo
simulation software as well as TLDs were used to measure radiation dose.
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12.2.1 MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS
Monte-Carlo simulations were used to determine the amount that backscatter can
contribute to our readings. To put it in more simple terms, during the calibration of
radiation detectors, it is measuring radiation from the primary radiation (from the
source) and secondary (scattered).

The following parameters and assumptions were entered into the MCNP input file
1. The densities of all the materials are uniform.
2. The source geometry was entered as a point source that is mono-energetic of
662 keV.

The origin was chosen to be the location of where the detectors are to be placed cell
11* (refer to figure 12.6) The room was measured, and entered into the input file
accordingly as well as the source and its casing. A separate file for each of the
source location was generated at 0.5m, 0.1m, 2.0m, 4.0m and 5.0 from the origin
with the walls on and off (10 input files in total). The walls being turned “off*
means, that if a photon reaches the wall boundary, the computer will kill it (all
further computations are terminated to eliminate backscatter). Therefore, there
were ten simulations for the software to run.

Eleven spheres of 1.0cm radius were constructed on the plane X=0 plane (figure
12.6). These spheres were used to record the number of photons that passed
through them.

*Will be referred to as the reference point.
-
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Wall
Source
Wall

zA

F lo o r

Figure 12.6 A visual representation of the room layout entered into the
Monte-Carlo input file. Note that the source was entered in it encasing
suspended in air. The spheres in red were used to determine the flux of
photons and their dosage.
The source is encased in a steel case filled with lead with the source (point source)
is located in the centre. There is a hole in the case where the radiation leaves the
case from (fig. 12.7).
S lic e d top v ie w
o f th e c a se

Figure 12.7 A visual représentation of the
source and its case as entered into the
Monte-Carlo simulation program.

S te a l
C e siu m p o in t
sou rce

L ea d
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For the location of the source relative to the room, the point source was entered at
an elevation of 1.0m from the ground and the case around it suspended in air.
Side view of the room

Penumbra
o

co
Um bra<^

Top view of the room
7.0m
0.7m

co
10
C
sl

F igure 12.8 Side view of the room where the source (yellow box) and detector spheres
(red circles) are situated in the room. A lso, note the em erging beam the um bra and
pen um bra regions.

The walls (shaded in grey figure 12.8) are made of concrete (cement) filled bricks
that are 20cm thick. Also the floor and ceiling are 20cm thick as well, this was an
assumption that was based upon the average thickness implemented in various
constructions since information relating to the actual dimensions were not
available.
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Figure 12.8 shows the emerging beam of y-rays from the source composed of regions
the Umbra and Penumbra.
k D o s age

Mr~

u

l c 11 UIII UI a

\J
\r r

0

D istiance 1rom th e ce a ter o f the
B eam

Figure 12.9

B eam

profile revealing the um bra and

penum bra regions.

If we plot dose vs distance from the centre of the beam along a line through the
beam, as shown in figure 12.8. The umbra, in which is constant radiation dosage
region in the beam. While the penumbra, in which the radiation beam diminishes
quickly.

Both the room and the spheres were entered as composed of air.
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12.2.2 TLD EXPERIMENTS
In order to determine the contribution of back-scatter to the detector, a set of TLD’s
are placed in the location of the detector and at a distance of one meter from the
source.

Figure 12.10 Diagram showing the arrangement of TLDs, some are placed at
a distance of one meter at all times, but the distance between source a second
set of TLDs vary as shown above. While a second set are placed at the
reference point.
Two sets of TLDs were as the source is moved,
> A set of TLDs were placed at one meter from the source were used to
observe any back-scatter contribution referred to as source setup.
> While a second set of TLDs were placed at the location of the detectors
(reference point) to determine by how much will it deviate (keeping in mind
that these deviations result from scatter and source geometry) from the
inverse square law as shown in figure 12.10.

Three TLD chips were used for each measurement.
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Before the exposure of the TLDs to the beam, an X-ray film was used to determine
the beam profile (the dose across the beam). It was placed at a distance of 0.5
meters away from the source for a period of 72 hours.

The TLDs that were used were composed of Lithium Fluoride with the dimensions
of 3 mm x 3 mm x 1mm.

Figure 12.11 The Cesium Source in its
lead casing.

Due to the limited time in which this project was carried out, the track was not
constructed. Therefore the source was moved manually (by the way it was REALLY
HEAVY).

-
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12.3 NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Nuclear Medicine is a method of studying the function of internal organs non
evasively. First, the patient is injected with a radiopharmaceutical (a pharmaceutical
compound

bound

to

a

radio-nuclide

eg

Technecium-99m)

label.

These

radiopharmaceuticals are designed to target certain organs, tissues or bones. They
emit y-rays that are collected by a Gamma Camera, that was originally developed by
Hal Anger in 1958 (R. Smart et. al. 1992). Appendix F shows various types of
radiopharmaceuticals and typical activities used for certain type of scans.

The gamma camera head (where the y-rays are collected and converted to electrical
impulses) consists of four main parts:

1. The collimator
2. Scintillator Crystal
3. Photomultiplier (PMT) array
4. The electronics to convert the output from the PMT to a to digital from suitable
for processing and display on the computer.

The purpose of the collimator is to prevent y-rays that are not consistent with the
selected imaging geometry from reaching the crystal. The column length, width and
septal thickness (thickness between the columns) affects the resolution of the output
image.

- 1 0 2-

X-position
Display

i.iiiiii
Array of
PMTs
Scintillator
Crstal
Collimator

Figurel2.12 Basic Components of a gamma

camera R. Smart el. al. 1992.

The scintillator crystal (as described in section 10.2 detectors) converts photons into
light photons that can be detected by the PMT array. The output from the PMT array
then go to the position logic circuitry and pulse hight analyser. The position circuit
determines where in the crystal an event has occurred. This is performed by using the
weighted sum of the PMT outputs (as shown in diagram).

-
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Figure 12.13 Schematic diagram of a 7 PMT gamma camera
(R. Smart et. al. 1992)

The pulse height analyser is used to determine whether a particular photon was a
primary (unscattered) photon or a scattered photon with resultant lower energy.
Scattered photons with energies falling outside a predetermined energy window
(typically 20% of the photo peak) are normally rejected where possible because they
degrade the final image.

F ig u r e 1 2 . 1 4 A G eneral Electric single head G am m a cam era.

-
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As an image acquired from a patient by a gamma camera, the operator* (referred to as
the technologist) is present as well. However, the technologist usually stands behind a
barrier for the purposes of protecting him/her self from the radiation emitted from the
patient.

F ig u r e 1 2 .1 5 A scanned im age displayed on the monitor of the
gam m a cam era displayed on the operator console.

* In Australia now a technologist is Nuclear Medicine Scientists
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Figure 12.16 Current situation at the Nuclear Medicine Dept, lack of barrier for the
technologist.
The importance of shielding is increased when in hospitals where the camera and the
operator console are being fitted into smaller areas. In these cases the room design
does not permit a large separation between the radioactive patient and the operator.

For example, consider a patient that is to undergo a bone scan. According to Appendix
F, 1000 MBq of Tc-99m is to be injected into the patient i.e. there will be 1000 x 106 yrays of energy of 140keV emitted per second. The initial phase of scan usually lasts
for a period of approximately 15 minutes. While the second phase of the scan at
approximately after 2.5 hours after the injection of the radiopharmaceutical, may last
about 30 minutes. Therefore the total number of photons emitted in the scan;
no. of photons =

rt2

A^e

dt

= f°251000xl09xe"01,55'i//+ flOOOxlO’ x e ’ 0" 55' *
Jo

J2.5

= 6.1xl0n photons
where;
t:

time in hours

Ao: initial activity of the radiopharmaceutical
A: activity constant on Tc-99m (0.1155 hours1)

Therefore a significant fraction of the dose that technologists receives arise from
exposure to patients. This can be minimised by the erection of barrier to shield the
technologist during the scan. Typical dose per year for a technologist is of the order of
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2.5-7mSv per year*. This is well below the allowed limit for occupationally exposed
workers is 20mSv. However, the application of ALARA (As Low As Reasonably
Achievable) principle means that even this small dose should be reduced if reasonably
and economically possible.

It is not practical for the technologist to be outside the room to reduce exposure. This
method is not adopted because many patients need to be closely monitored at all times
and for patient psychological comfort psychological comfort, are not justified for such
a small reduction of dose. Therefore, there is a need for a barrier between the
technologist and the patient as to reduce the dose.

The questions arising in regards to construction of the barrier to provide sufficient
protection from radiation are:

> What type of material is to be used?
> How high should it be?
>

Is backscattered radiation significant at the selected height of the barrier?

> Does the backscattered contribution change significantly over a the range of
the photon energies typically encountered in Nuclear Medicine Facilities.

The type of material used to provide shielding is usually lead or lead glass. The reason
is that lead has large cross section (section 7). The thickness of lead required depends
upon the amount of time the technologist will spend behind the barrier which is

*These figures based upon typical exposures at the Nuclear Medicine Department, Illawarra Hospital,
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as the occupancy factor, the anticipated workload (number of scans) and the y-ray
energies of the radiopharmaceuticals. Other materials can be used, but of a greater
thickness to provide the same attenuation.

In order to determine the height of the barrier that will provide sufficient protection
from the contribution of the backscatter, Monte Carlo simulations were used. The
room geometry was constructed as shown in the diagram below:

Figure 12.17 Visual representation of the room layout entered into the Monte-Carlo input
file. Note that the patient is suspended in air and the Technologist extended from the floor
to the ceiling.

The following assumptions were made during the construction of the input files:
>

T h e p a t ie n t is m o d e lle d a s a c y lin d e r w ith a r a d iu s o f 1 5 c m a n d a le n g t h o f
1 .8 m

w ith

u n ifo r m

d e n s ity

( 1 .0

g /c m 3)

and

even

(r a d io p h a r m a c e u tic a l) a t 1 .2 m h ig h fro m th e g ro u n d .

Wollogong Austrlia (M. Carolane et. al. 2000).
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d is tr ib u tio n

of

iso to p e

> The technologist is modelled as a cylinder extending from the floor to the
ceiling (i.e. 3m high) also with uniform density (1.0 g/cm3), that was divided
into slices of 20cm thickness. These slice volumes were used to tally both
fluence and dose at each height above the floor level.
> The barrier is made of lead with a thickness of 3mm.
> Both Camera and couch were not modelled.

A simulation was carried out with barrier heights of lm, 1.5m, 2m and 3m. This was
performed with the sources Technecium-99m and Flourine-18 with photon energies of
140keV and 511keV respectively that were entered into input files for MCNP.
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12.4 RADIOTHERAPY
Radiotherapy is a tool that is used to treat patients that are suffering from cancer.
There are two ways upon which radiation can be administered to a patient:
1. Insertion of a radioisotope into the patient, known as Brachytherapy (for
treatment), or in Nuclear Medicine.
2. External exposure to radioactive sources such 60Co or a Linear Accelerator
(LINAC).

The following describes the basic operation of the LINAC since it was used.

> An electron gun (source of electrons) injects low energy electrons
approximately 50keV into the waveguide.
> The microwaves (generated by the microwave source) accelerate the
electrons close to the speed of light in the waveguide.
> As the electrons interact with the target (which is usually copper and
t u n g s t e n ) t h e y p ro d u c e h ig h e n e r g y X -ra ys (re fe r re d to a s therapeutic X -

rays) via Bremsstrahlung interaction.
-
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> The jaws are used to determine the field size (X & Y dimensions of the X-ray
beam).
Note: that the X-ray beam is diverging, i.e. it can be said that it is a point source
upon which all distances are made, eg. To a patient.

Many of today’s LINACS, produce varying X-ray beam energies that are measured
in MV*, which is controlled by the speed of the electrons in the waveguide as well
as the targets composition and its thickness. While the electron’s speed is
controlled by the microwaves.

There are two experiments that are carried out; the first is to use simulation
software for a plan. Second is exposing a phantomt to therapeutic X-rays based
upon the results from the software.

Normally prior to irradiation (exposing subject to therapeutic X-rays), a plan is to
constructed:
>

Computed Tomography (CT) images (cross sectional imaging) of the
phantom is taken. These images are then transferred to Pinnacle3 Version
5.0 (treatment planning).

> The region or point of interest that is to be exposed was then selected; in
this case it was the centre of the right lung.

*Mega electron Volts peak
f It is an object that that is designed to mimic the properties of human tissue; it also has similar structure
and shape.
- Ill -

> The beam energy was chosen as 6MV with a dosage of 100 cGy* for which
the region of interest to receive, while the field size is 8cm x 6cm. Usually
the radiation Oncologist selects the beam energy, dosage and field size.
^ The phantom will be irradiated twice, from the anterior and posterior (front
and back respectively) to give a total dosage of 100 cGy to the region of
interest.

*A unit of measuring dosage from radiation produced by the LINAC.
-
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12.4.1 Treatment Planning
The treatment planning that was used is Pianncle3 Version 5.0 . It is used to
observe the dose to a patient from radiation and perform modifications (if
necessary) to the parameters. It determines the attenuation coefficients of each
pixel (smallest element of display) as follows;
> Each pixel of a CT image (acquired from a CT scanner) is assigned a CT
Number.
> Pinnacle then uses these CT Numbers to determine the attenuation
coefficients of each pixel via a transformation table.

After the software completes its computation, it displays a list of parameters
(Appendix H), which the patient is to be treated with from the LINAC as well as
the dosage settings, provided the results given are acceptable.

Pinnalce3 does not use Monte-Carlo method to determine radiation interaction. As
a photon interacts, it refers back to pre-calculated Monte-Carlo results (with the
consideration of photon energy, type of material and its density) in its memory
banks. From these pre-calculated results, it determines the dosage.

This method can be considered as unconventional, due to the facts that it uses pre
calculated results to determine radiation distribution, which give rise to errors.
The errors are due to the comparison not actual computation of each interaction as
performed by MCNP.

It is an agreeable fact that Mon-Carlo methods will give a more accurate result.
However, the computation time is LARGE. In order to perform this for one patient,
-
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it can take up to a week on a personal computer. This time can be reduced by using
a Super Computer (a very fast computer), but it is not conventional because;
> Very costly in purchasing, installation and especially maintenance.
>

If a breakdown occurs, no planning can be performed until system is
repaired.

The software is designed to work on personal computers to compute the results in
no more than a few minutes. Also, there is more than one planning computer, so
that if one breaks down there are others, and the costs of purchasing, installation
and repair is low.

Therefore, we are limited to current technology. Up until the development of a fast
processor in order to determine radiation distribution (dosimetry) for planning
using Monte-Carlo methods, other methods have to be used to give reasonably
accurate results within acceptable computational time and costs.

-
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12.4.2 TLD Measurements
In order to confirm the accuracy of the planning software, measurements using
TLDs (inserted into a phantom) were carried out.

Figure 12 .1 9

Photographs of T L D and TLD holder (A) that are inserted

into the slice (B) of the phantom (C). N ote the m arker was used to align
with the L IN A C .
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The parameters from the planning software (field size, distance and dosage) are
used upon phantom.

Prior to using the TLDs, they were exposed to a known dosage of lOOcGy at a
distance of lm with a 10cm x 10cm field size with 1.5cm of solid water on top of.
The purpose of this is to determine the response of the TLDs.

¡8|g!|t§f
lÉfSIÉt

LINAC
head

Solid Water

TLDs

F igure 12 .20 The calibration process o f T L D s that are placed in a try with 1.5cm of
solid w ater on top as well as below.
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RESULTS & DISCUCUSSION
As it was mentioned in the method that the experiment was conducted in two
parts. The first was Monte-Carlo simulations and the second was using TLD chips.

13.1.1 MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS
The aim was to reach a low percentage error that was determined by MCNP which
was dependent upon the number of histories. However, if a high number of
histories, it would take the computer A LONG time for it to complete a simulation.
Initially, it was suggested to enter about 2xl09 histories as it was the current
activity of the Cesium source, but it took the computer EIGHTEEN days for it to
complete a simulation. 256xl06 histories were found to be very ideal, the highest
percentage error was less than 10%, which was our aim. Not only the number of
histories affected the time in which each simulation took, but the location of our
source. The source at 0.5m took far less time that at 5.0m. On average each
simulation took about 3 days on a Pentium II 233MHz.

The first part was the source moving with respect to the reference point with the
walls on and then off to observe the contribution of backscatter (if any). Based upon
the results, the following observations are made:
> Cell 11 was the only one that obeyed the inverse square law as it was directly in
line with the source.
>

Cells 11, 19, 18, 21 and 24 show very similar (within 0.4%) results. They obey
the inverse square law up to lm, but at 0.5m they deviate. This is due to the
divergence of the beam, where these cells were exposed to the penumbra region

-
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of the beam. Also, their similarity lies in the fact that they are equidistant from
the source.
>

Cells 20, 22, 23 and 25 gave very similar results to cells 11, 19, 21 and 24.
However, their similarity ends at 0.5m where their dosages (Cells 20, 22, 23
and 25) drop down drastically. At 0.5m when the walls are turned off their
dosages are zero, but when the walls are turned on dosages where recorded.
This contribution was due to the backscattered radiation from the walls. Again
these cells are equidistant from the source.

>

Cells 26 and 27 obey the inverse square law up to 2m. At lm when the walls
are turned on, they have very similar results to cells 11 to 25. This is due to the
contribution of backscattered radiation from the walls as well.

> The difference in results between the walls turned on and off is less than 10%
as long as they are exposed to the umbra region of the beam. But if they were
exposed to the penumbra region the difference reaches 100% (with respect to
cell 11).

No Walls
6.00E-11

5.00E-11

4.00E-11

<D
at

|

3.00E-11

Q

2.00E-11

1.00E-11

0.00E+00

0

2

25
1/Distance2
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G raph 13.1 D ose cG y per source photon to the cells with the w alls turned off.

With Walls
6.00E-11

5 00E-11

Cell 11
4. OOE-11

-■—Cell 18
Cell 19
Cell 20

K

-» -C e ll 21

3.00E-11

- • —Cell 22
Cell 23
—

Cell 24

— Cell 25

2.00E-11

Cell 26
... Cell 27
1.00E-11

0.00E+00

1/Distance

G raph 13.2 D ose cG y per source photon to the cells with the w alls turned on.

In reference to cells 18, 19, 21 and 24 gave a much lower reading than cell 11 could
also be due to the Inverse Square Law {refer to Appendix B).

Using the inverse square law relationship (mentioned in Appendix B):

where D1 and D2 are the dosages in cells 11 and 18* respectively. From the MonteCarlo simulation results (with the walls turned off):
-22- = 0.49
A
while as predicted:
r2
-L- = 0.99
r;

* Since the dose in cells 18, 19, 21 and 24 are very similar within 0.4%
-
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where r2and r22are the distances between the source and cells 11 and 18 squared
respectively. There is a difference of about 51% (with respect to the predicted
ratio).

From this it can be concluded that since the Inverse Square Law is not obeyed,
these cells were in the umbra region of the beam.

The results obtained from MCNP are represented in the following pie charts. They
show the dose to cell 11 (reference point) of various photon energies as the distance
between the source and cell is varied.

Dose in cG y per source photon at 0.5m

8 44E-14
2.81E-13
2 98E-14
1.25E-13
4.67E-13

□ 0.05

■ 0.1
DO. 15

□ 0.2
47E-13
8.47E-14
□ 8.89E-14

□ 0.4
■ 0.45

1.26E-13

■ 0.5

2.78E-13
7.99E-13

.

□ 0.3
■ 0.35

9.81E-14

1.72E-13

-

■ 0.25

□ 0.55

■ 0.6
■ 0 65
■ 07

!

Figure 13.3 D ose on cGy per source photon to cell 11 of various photon energies
from M C N P results with the source at 0 .5 m away (the energy bins are in right in
M e V units).
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Figure 1 3 .4 Dose on cG y per source photon to cell 11 of various photon energies
from M C N P results with the source at lm away (the energy bins are in right in
M e V units).

Dose in cGy per source photon at 2m

Q3.88E-15
■ 2.23E-14
0 0 .0 5
O1.04E-14
□ 1.75E-14

■ 0.1
0 0 .1 5

00.2
2.55E-14

■ 0.25
0 0 .3
■ 0.35

□ 2.98E-14
3.44E-15
1.53E-15
3.71E-15
4.49E-15

0 0 .4
■ 0.45
■ 0.5
0 0 .5 5

■ 0.6
■ 0 .6 5
■ 0.7

7.05E-15
1.26E-14
2.84E-14

Figure 13.5 Dose on cG y per source photon to cell 11 o f various photon energies
from M C N P results with the source at 2m aw ay (the energy bins are in right in
M e V units).
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Dose in cGy per source photon at 4m

7.22E-17
7.16E-15

DO 05

■ 0.1
00.15
□ 0.2
■ 0.25
00.3
■ 0.35
□ 04
■ 0 45
■ 0.5
□ 055

9.30E-15

6.03E-15

■ 0.6

9.77E-16

■ 0 65
■ 0.7

0

1.67E-15
3.37E-15

0
0
1.40E-15

Figure 13.6 Dose on cGy per source photon to cell 11 of various photon energies
from M C N P results with the source at 4m away (the energy bins are in right in
M e V units).

Dose In cGy per source photon at 5m

1.26E-09
1 54E-08

□ 1.27E-08

□ 0.05
■ 0.1
□ 0.15
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□
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0
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Figure 13.7 Dose on cGy per source photon to cell 11 of various photon energies
from M C N P results with the source at 5m away (the energy bins are in right in
M e V units).
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From figures 12.3 to 12.5, it sb clear that the Major contributor to the overall
dosage was the primary beam (photon energy o f 662keV) that was about 95%.
However, figure 13.7 when that source is furthest from the reference point, there
has been decrease in the dose contribution o f the 662 keV photon. This can only
mean that:
A fraction of the photons from the source lost energy (attenuated) as it
travelled through the air, or

> Backscattered radiation from the surrounding walls, floor and ceiling is
significant.

The following shows the results obtained from MCNP calculations to cell 11* with
the walls turned on and are normalised to 5m.
D is t a n c e
(m )
0 .5
0 .6
0 .7
0 .8

A0
1
2
4
S

N o r m a lis e d
To 5 m

105.00
72.10
52.77
40.12
3156
25.52
6.44
155
1.00

In v e r s e S q u a r e
w ith r e s p e c t to P e r c e n t a g e d iffe r e n c e
5m

100.00
89.44
5102
39.06
30.86
25.00
6.25
156
100

5.00%
3.82%
3.42%
2.71%
2.26%
2.08%
8.07%
“0.73%
0.00%

Table 13=1 Normalised M CNP results o f cell 11 (with the
w alls on) with respect to 5m.

Since the calibration o f radiation monitors will be performed in a room, it was
necessary to choose the results from MCNP with the walls on. Table 12.1 show that
the maximum deviation from the inverse square law is up to 5%.

*reference point as was mentioned In section 12.2.1.
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The second part to Monto-Carlo simulations were to observe the dose at a lm
distance from the source as the source is moved with respect to the reference point.
TLD & Source setup 1m From Reference Point
Dose in cGy per Source Photon

1.66E-14
7.56E-14
1.15E-14

□0.05

4.00E-14

■ 0.1

1.13E-13

6.30E-13

1.22E-13
1.60E-14
1.03E-14

□0.15
□ 0.2

■0.25
□0.3
■0.35
□0.4
■0.45
■0.5
□0.55

1.47E-14

■ 0.6

1.16E-14

■ 0.65
■ 0.7

2.94E-14
4.11E-14
1.27E-13

Figure 13.8 Dose in cGy per source photon at lm from the source and the
source is at lm from the reference point (the energy bins are in right in M eV
units).

TLD & Source setup 2m From Reference Point
Dose in cGy per Source Photon

1.62E-14
7.32E-14
6.47E-15
65E-14

□ 0.05

■ 0.1
□ 0.15
□ 0.2
■ 0.25
□ 0.3

1.22E-13
1.60E-14
1.03E-14
1.47E-14
16E-14
94E-14

■ 035
004
■ 0.45

■ 05
□ 0.55

■ 0.6
■ 065
■ 07

11E-14
1.27E-13

Figure 13.7 Dose in cGy per source photon at lm from the source and the
source is at 2m from the reference point (the energy bins are in right in M eV
units).
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TLD & Source setup 4m From Reference Point
Dose in cGy per Source Photon

□ 0.05

■ 0.1
DO, 15

00.2
■ 0.25
□ 0.3

■ u.35
D0.4
■ 045
■ 05
00.55
■ 06
■ 065
■ 07

Figure 13.8 Dose in cGy per source photon at lm from the source and the
source is at 4m from the reference point (the energy bins are in right in M eV
units).

TLD & Source setup 5m From Reference Point
Dose in cGy per Source Photon

0 0.05

■ 01
□ 015

OO

002
■

0

.

□ 03
■ 0.35

□0

□ 0.4
■ 0.45
■ 05
□ 0.55
□ 0.6
■ 0.65
■ 0.7

Figure 13.9 Dose in cGy per source photon at lm from the source and the
source is at 5m from the reference point (the energy bins are in right in M e V
units).
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From figures 13.8 to 13.11 are tabulated:
D is t a n c e fr o m
r e fe r e n c e p o in t

5

4

2

1

(m )
E n e rg y

Dossage Dossage Dossage Dossage
1.62E-14 1.62E-14 1.62E-14 1.66E-14
7.21E-14 7.22E-14 7.32E-14 7.56E-14
5.96E-15 5.96E-15 6.47E-15 1.15E-14
2.12E-14 2.25E-14 2.65E-14 4.00E-14
1.13E-13 1.13E-13 1.13E-13 1.13E-13
1.22E-13 1.22E-13 1.22E-13 1.22E-13
1.60E-14 1.60E-14 1.60E-14 1.60E-14
1.03E-14 1.03E-14 1.03E-14 1.03E-14
1.47E-14 1.47E-14 1.47E-14 1.47E-14
1.16E-14 1.16E-14 1.16E-14 1.16E-14
2.94E-14 2.94E-14 2.94E-14 2.94E-14
4.11 E-14 4.11E-14 4.11 E-14 4.11E-14
1.27E-13 1.27E-13 1.27E-13 1.27E-13
1.16E-11 1.16E-11 1.16E-11 1.16E-11
1.22E-11 1.22E-11 1.22E-11 1.22E-11

M eV
0 .0 5
0 .1
0 .1 5
0 .2
0 .2 5
0 .3
0 .3 5
0 .4
0 .4 5
0 .5
0 .5 5
0 .6
0 .6 5
0 .7

Total
T able

13.2

M onte-C arlo

photon at lm

dosage in

rem s per

source

from the source and the source is at

various distances from the reference point. It shows the
dosage contribution of varying photon energies (M eV).

From table 12.2 it clearly shows that the overall dosage of the source setup is
constant. However, at the photon energies of 0.15MeV and 0.2MeV there has been
an increase by a factor of 2.0 and 1.7 respectively at lm from the reference point
with respect to the others. This can only be due to backscattered radiation with the
cut-off energy at about 200keV that had a scattering angle of about 180°.
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13.1.2 TLD RESULTS
It was mentioned that an X-ray film (Radiochronic) was placed in front of the
Cesium at a distance of 0.5m to determine its profile. The film was exposed for a
period of 72 hours, and after it was developed it showed the following:

Figure 13.12 The X -ray film after development when exposed to
the Cesium source for a period of 72 hours at 0.5m away. The
dark m arks on the edges of the film are due to the pin-holes used
to hold the film in a sealed envelope and also to m ark the centre
of the beam .

The film was then scanned and then plotted on a 3D graph (figure 12.2).

Figure 13.13 3D of the film where D axis represents the optical density of
the central region o f the film , while x & z axis are the x & y axis of the film.
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From figure 13.13 it can be concluded that the beam has even dosage distribution.
The film that was used is not energy dependant in the energy range o f about
662keV used m this case. The total uncertainty from both film and the
densitometer is no more than +5%

The first part is the results o f TLD measurement® that were placed at the reference
point;

D is t a n c e
(m )

N o r m a lis e d
To 5m

ft5
1
2
4

109
22.4
5.24
1.61

In v e r s e S q u a r e
w ith r e s p e c t to
5m

P e r c e n t a g e d iffe r e n c e

100.00
9. 12%
25.00
- 10.40%
6.25
- 16. 14%
1.56
2 .99%
§
1.00
1.00
0 .00%
Table 13.3 Normalised TLDs at reference point readouts with
respect to 5m.

While the second part is the results o f TLD measurements that were placed at 1m
from the source and the source was moved;
D is t a n c e o f s o u r c e
fr o m r e f e r e n c e p o in t

N o r m a lis e d w ith
R e s p e c t to
5m

P e rc e n ta g e
d if f e r e n c e

1
2
4
5

1.14
14.4 %
1.04
3 .72%
1.02
2 .08%
1
0 .00%
Table 13.4 TLDs readouts from source setup (at 1m
from the source) as the source is at various
distances from the reference point.

The following is the comparison o f both results obtained from both MCNP and TLD
measurements;
>

The results from MCNP show a very dose relationship to the inverse square
law (a deviation o f up to 5% refer to table 13.2).
»
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> The TLD readouts that were at the reference point, they are within 10% of
the inverse square law relationship. While the 2m reading is lower than
expected, could be due to low energy photons that were absorbed by the TLD
that in turn affected the measurements (refer to section 10.4 for energy
response).

Normalised Data of Monte-Carlo simulations, TLD and Predicted with respect to 5m
140

Inverse distance squared
Monte-Carlo
Predicted

2

25

1/Distance2

F igure 12.5 A plot o f results from M onte-C arlo sim ulations, TLD m easurem ents
and inverse square law N orm alised to 5m .

The following is another comparison between MCNP results and TLD readouts to
source setup (dose at lm from the source);
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RECOREDED DOSAGE AT 1m FROM THE SOURCE
NORLAMISED TO 5m

Monte Carlo
TLDDossag Raw

Distance (m)

Figure 1 2 .1 3 T L D m easurem en ts and M C N P results o f response at lm from the source
and the source at various distances from the reference point.

As the source is at lm from the source reference point, the TLD response is
elevated by a factor of 1.14. This is due to low energy photon contribution as seen
from MCNP results (table 13.2).
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13.2 NUCLEAR MEDICINE

It was found that 8 x 106 histories were reasonable to give a low percentage error.
The results were tabulated and plotted in two forms. The first, counts per source
photon. Second, dose in cGy per source photon with respect to barrier heights:

Counts (per source photon) as a funtion of Barrier height of Technicium-99m
8.00E-07

7 00E-07

6.00E-07

5.00E-07
—♦—1m
- » - 1 .5 m

X

2m
3m
— Om

4 00E-07

3.00E-07

2.00E-07

1.00E-07

0.00E+00

4
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Elevation From the floor (cm)

Figure

13 .16 Counts (per source photon) o f 140keV photons (Technecium -99m ) at various

points (elevation from the floor) at various barrier heights (0m , lm , 1.5m , 2m , and 3m ).
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Counts (per source photon) as a funtion of Barrier height of Flourine-18
1.60E-06

1.40E-06

-i----£

1.20E-06

1.00E-06

w

-♦-1m
—• — 1.5ml
2m
-*-3 m
0m

8.00E-07

6.00E-07

4.00E-07

2.00E-07

0.00E+00
50

100

150

200

250

300

Elevation From the floor (cm)

Figure 13 .17 Counts (per source photon) of 511k eV photons (Florine-18) at various
points (elevation from the floor) at various barrier heights (0m, lm , 1.5m, 2m , and 3m).

Figure

13.18

Dose ratio o f 140keV photons (Technecium-99m) at various points

(elevation from the floor) at various barrier heights (0m , lm , 1.5m, 2m , and 3m) with
respect to no barrier.
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Dose ratio of Flourine-18 with respect to no barrier

150

200

250

300

350

Elevation from the Floor (cm)

Figure 13.19 Dose ratio of 51 10k e V photons (Floutrine-18) at various points (elevation
from the floor) at various barrier heights (0m , lm , 1.5m, 2m , and 3m ) with respect to
no barrier.

From the figures 13.16 to 13.1, the following can observations can be made:
> The fluence of the photons increased dramatically at or above the barrier.
Ceiling
Scatterei
photon
W all
W all
Technologist

Patient
y-rays emerging
from patient
Attenuated
photon

Floor

Figure 13.20 A depiction of the various paths which an emitted y-ray (from the patient) can
take.
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Figure 13.21 Counts (per source photon) of 140keV photons (Technecium-99m) at
various points (elevation from the floor) less attenuated radiation at various barrier
heights (lm, 1.5m and 2m).

Counts (per source photon) as a funtion of Barrier height of
Flourine-18 minus barrier attenuation

-1m
-1 .5m [
2m

Figure 13.22 Counts (per source photon) of 511keV photons (Flourine-18) at various
points (elevation from the floor) less attenuated radiation at various barrier heights
(lm, 1.5m and 2m).
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Dose in cGy (per source photon) as a funtion of Barrier height of
Technecuim-99 minus barrier attenuation
3.00E-17

2.50E-17

-1m
1.50E-17

-1.5m

2m

X

1.00E-17

5 00E-18

50

100

150

200

350

Elevation From the floor (cm)

Figure 13.23 Dose in cGy (per source photon) of 140keV photons (Technecium-99m) at
various points (elevation from the floor) less attenuated radiation at various barrier
heights (lm, 1.5m and 2m).

Dose in cGy (per source photon) as a funtion of Barrier height of
Flourine-18 minus barrier attenuation

-1m
-1 5m

2m

Figure 13.24 Dose in cGy (per source photon) of 511keV photons (Flourine-18) at
various points (elevation from the floor) less attenuated radiation at various barrier
heights (lm, 1.5m and 2m).
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By considering a technologist that is 180cm tall who is standing behind the barrier,
the following table shows the dose ratio with respect to no barrier:
B a r r ie r H e ig h t
(m )

R a t io w ith r e s p e c t to R a t io w ith r e s p e c t to
0 m b a r r ie r h e ig h t
0 m b a r r ie r h e ig h t
o f T e c h n e c iu m - 9 9 m
o f F lo u r in e - 1 8

1.000
1.000
0.583
0.865
1 .5
0.238
0.754
2
0.099
0.714
3
0.027
0.694
Table 13.5 Dose ration of Technecium-99m and
Flourine-18 of a 2m tall technologist standing behind
the barrier at different barrier heights with respect to
no barrier (total dose to a height of 2m).
0

1

Table 13.5, again support the fact that the ratio of Flourine-18 is higher than
Technecium-99m due to the photons energy (as mentioned earlier).

Consider the dose to the head of a technologist at a height of 170cm, and is
standing behind the barrier scan that uses Technecium-99m isotope and Fluorine18, the dose (per source photon) that this technologist receives:

Figure 13.25 Dose per source photon from Technecium-99m to a Technologist’s head at
180cm high from the floor behind the barrier.
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Figure 13.26 Dose per source photon from Flourine-18 to a Technologist’s head at
180cm high from the floor behind the barrier.

B a r r ie r H e ig h t

D o s e r a tio o f

D o s e r a tio o f

(M )

T e c h n e c iu m - 9 9 m w ith

F lo u r in e - 1 8 w ith

r e s p e c t to n o b a r r ie r

r e s p e c t to n o b a r r ie r

0.918
0.503
0.132
0.045

0.973
0.852
0.724
0.691

1
1 .5
2
3

Table 13.6 Dose ratio received to a technologist’s head at 1.7m high from
the floor from Technecium-99m and Flourine-18.
Using the results obtained, we can estimate the dose that a technologist receives
from five bone scans a day, five days a week in one whole year, ie. Total number of
photons (1.911 xlO15) x dose factor;
B a r r ie r H e ig h t
(m )

D o s e fr o m
T e c h n e c iu m - 9 9 m
(m S v )

0.506
0.295
0.120
0.050
0.014

0
1
1 .5
2
3

Table 13.7 An estimate of total dose
received by a 180cm tall technologist
from bone scans in one year.
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Table 13.7 show an estimate of the total dose that a technologist receives from bone
scans* in one year. It also shows that no barrier the technologist is within the
annual permissible dose limit (section 12.3). Again the results show that a barrier
higher than 150 cm is sufficient protection.

From figuresl3.25 and 13.26 and tables 13.6 and 13.7, it can be concluded that
180cm high barrier would provide adequate protection to the technologist from
attenuated and scattered radiation, as well reduce expenses (e.g. intercom). Lead
glass (glass containing lead) can be used as a window to observe the patient.

*This was estimated at 5 scans a day, 5days a week and 50 weeks a year to give a total of 1250 scans.
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13.3 RADIOTHERAPY
As it was mentioned in section 12.4.2, the area to be irradiated was the centre of
the right lung of the phantom. The dose that was administered twice, once from the
anterior (front) and the second was from the posterior (back) to give a total dose of
lOOcGy.•

iï®1

•■
V'■■'■■;••■.
- .1

MM,:

Figure 13.27 The positions of the LINAC for administering the dose, (A) the anterior

and (B) posterior.
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13.3.1 Treatment Planning
These parameters (dose, field size and number of monitor units) were entered into
the program Pinnacle 3 version 5;
C‘
«...- «

OeArn Ttearn 1401Plan

i i m .mm,

2Sy&4-d

jg »'• <•g g | ip

fcxternal Bearn iih itm e n * Planning

Figure

13.28 W indows of Pinnacle 3 version 5 containing. (A) Position of L IN A C

(Gantry) in degrees 0° represents anterior position 180° represent posterior position.
Also the field size (collimating jaws). The result it displays is the distance between the
source and the phantom ’s surface. (B) The dose from each position will be administered
in M U .

Figure 13.28 shows the input parameters that were entered into the program.
Beam_l and Beam_2 appear on the left they represent the number of times the
subject to be irradiated, which is a phantom in this case. On the left of figure 13.
(A), shows the position of the LINAC in degrees, 0° means that the dose
administered will be to the anterior as shown in Figure 13.27 (A). While 180°
means that the dose will be administered to the posterior as shown in figure
13.27(B). On the right the field size is entered into Collimating Jaws to give a 6cm
x 8cm. On the far right, it displays the distances between the LINAC and the
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phantom’s surface. Figure 13.28 (B) In the centre the weighting factor is the
percentage of irradiation of each beam of the total dose. On the left it displays the
dose to be administered by the LINAC in MU (Monitoring Units1)-

••
-*’•\.-H•’. '..... •
•■*' ‘,v,y-• -, .
■

‘ '
! \C
■1o,-(
’'P

■
f ■» ■••;"

.

"■

SVViü Î56: Y = 3.466

.

'
■

.

■■ ■
-

TEST PHhNTOM

Figure 13.29 A display of the program of the dose (A) the top

view, and (B) a sliced view of the phantom.

1 Monitoring Units are radiation dose units used in radiotherapy. 100 MU - IcGy of a 10cm x 10cm field
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Figure 13.29 Shows the dose to the area within the beam in the form of percentage
with respect to user defined dose (isodose lines).
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13.3.3

TLDEXPERIMENTS

The TLD dose (in cGy) are represented in the following diagram and are compared
to the predicted dose by Pinnacle3

Figure 13.30 Results to both TLD exposure as well as calculated dose by Pinnacle3 to
twelve specific points.

Figure 13.30, shows the measured and calculated applied dose for twelve specific
points within the phantom. Dose verification is limited by the accuracy of TLD
dosimetry in the phantom due to their size and in-homogeneity of the phantom in
points of interest. Also the electron density is different on the boundary lungtissue.

The following observations are made based on the results represented in the table
above;
> TLDs number 1 and 3 were in the penumbra region of the beam as
determined by Pinnacle3. Therefore, dose measured by TLD can vary
significantly if TLD position is slightly shifted from simulated position by
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Pinnacle. This means that if the experiment is to be repeated, the result can
vary significantly, ie the dose measurement cannot be reproduced
accurately.
^ The region of interest received the require dose (TLD number 8).

The chest region is composed of many types of tissues with densities varying from
0.0012 g/cnr3 (air inside the lungs) to 1.86 g/cnr3 (bone) (P. Metcalfe et. al. 1997, H.
Q. Wood et. al. 1986, D. R. White et. al. 1977).

Figure 13 .31 A schematic representation of the various
types o f tissue encountered by an X -ray as is passes through
the lu ng region.

There are problems that are associated with dosimetry in this experiment such as;
> TLD orientation (section 10.4).
> The positioning of the TLDs, some were in the penumbral regions or near
ribs as shown in CT images (figures 13.29).
> TLDs have a high density of 2.7g/cnr3, This produces a high to low density
gradient if placed in a lung region which has a density of 0.3g/cnr3 (in the
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phantom). This can affect the dosimetry for high energy X-rays that interact
with the TLDs, ie. it does not necessarily mimic that within the lung.
> With dose simulations calculations, Pinnacle3 can be a problem within 1
2mm near an interface of mediums, but gives accurate results beyond the
interface.

In conclusion the TLD results for this experiment have agreed with Pinnacle3
dose calculations in inhomogeneous areas, interfaces and in penumbra region
within ±7%. This uncertainty between actual measurement and treatment plan
is due to the significant change in electron density in a scale size TLD
dosimeters within the lung region in a span of 2cm. Also the orientation as well
as the repositioning of the TLD’s could give rise to the observed uncertainty in
penumbra region.
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14 CONCLUSION
During this research the experience in radiation dose simulation from different
radiation sources has been gained using photon part of MCNP Monte Carlo code
and application of dose planning system Pinnacle-3.

It was simulated radiation calibration facility at Gammasonics Institute for
Medical Research Pty Ltd, barrier for radiation protection of technologist involved
in patient scanning on gamma camera with Tc-99m and F-18 at Nuclear Medicine
Department and doses in lung phantom during the treatment on medical 6MeV
LINAC.

1.1

Simulation of dose-distance distribution for Cs-137 (E=662keV) for prototype
of Gammasonics calibration facility has been done with MCNP code.
Simulations were compared with TLD measurements in selected points of
practical interest.

1.2

The spectral energy distribution of photons due to scattered and direct
radiation has been found in the same points for different source-calibrate
device positioning.

1.3

The obtained spectra have been used to understand possible dose
enhancement effect in TLD response due to low energy photon contribution. It
was demonstrated that 95% of dose is due to contribution from direct photons
from the Cs-137 source and contribution of low energy (scattered) photons to
TLD response can be neglected

1.4

The MCNP simulations demonstrated that inverse square law can be applied
for this calibration facility for distances more than 0.5m form source with
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possible error not more than 3%. However, for distances less than 0.5m the
possible error more than 5%.
1.5

For calibration scenario when source is moving toward the distal wall along
the rail on a central axis in a calibration facility , we found that stronger
contribution of scattered photons in an energy region about 0.2 Mev (twice
more) is observed that may effect response of TLD detectors.

1.6

For distances more than lm from the Cs-137 source the TLD dosimeters were
within 5% agreement with Monte Carlo simulations.

From this study we produce recommendations for the best calibration conditions in
this calibration facility:
> For the accurate calibration the source Cs-137 must be in this initial position
during the calibration
> Calibration of device must be along on the central axis of the facility
> It is possible to apply inverse square law for dose rate simulations for distances
more than 0.5m from the source. Additional correction is required for distances
less tan 0.5m according to Monte Carlo simulations.
> For distances less than 0.5m the secondary standard ionizing chamber rather
than TLD will be recommended for absolute tissue equivalent dose verification.

The calibration facility at Gammasonics is a modern facility corresponding to
requirements to such facilities and can utilize inverse square law and updated
activity of the source for calibration within 3% accuracy on a central axis at
distances more than 0.5m.
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Simulation of doses to technologist for different heights of 3mm led equivalent
thickness barrier has been done using Monte Carlo simulations.

Obtained graphs of dose distributions in an operator body at different points from a
floor in case of Tc-99m and F-18 administered isotopes during the diagnostics on
gamma camera scan be used in everyday practice at Nuclear medicine department
for radiation protection.

2.1

The role of scattered radiation to the dose contribution in technologist body
has been simulated for different barrier heights. It was found that relative
contribution to the dose at height of lm (possible critical organ) in a body in
case of Tc-99m is about 90%, 60% and 50% for barrier heights lm, 1.5m and
2m respectively. For F-18 isotope these figures are 43%, 20% and 17%. The
relative contribution of scattered radiation for F-18 isotope is smaller than for
T-99m. It means that for protection in case of F-18 the most important is
increasing barrier thickness to reduce the direct effect of radiation.

2.2

Simulated doses in a technologist at different points suggested that barrier
with thickness of 3mm of led and height 1.5 will be enough for worse everyday
scenario of load on gamma camera in Nuclear Medicine department. In this
case technologist dose in a point 180 cm from the floor will be only 0.12 mSv
for Tc-99m that is smaller allowed annual doses. The dose to lower parts of
the body will be even less.

These simulations of a protective barrier will be implemented in Nuclear Medicine
Department at Wollongong Hospital.

-
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Initial experience of radiation dose simulations from 6MeV LINAC using Pinnacle
dose planning system has been obtained. Verifications of doses simulated with
Pinnacle3 in a phantom lung region have been carried out using TLD detectors.
3.1

The isodose curves were simulated in a lung region in anthropomorphic
phantom for radiation delivered from two beam direction from medical
6MeV LINAC at ICCC.

3.2

Dose measured with TLD detectors inside of lung region was in excellent
agreement (within 2%) with Pinnacle-3 dose planning system. The doses
measured in the penumbra region were within 7% with simulated. It is
possible due to strong gradient of radiation field in this region and possible
error with location of TLD detectors in a phantom as well as size of TLD
detector

and

it

different

electronic

density

in

comparison

with

inhomogenates in a interface lung-muscles how was in this experiment.

Preliminary data demonstrated that Pinnacle-3 is an excellent dose planning
system even for situation with strong electronics disequilibria.
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GLOSSARY
Activators:

impurities in a material that provide energy states in the
forbidden region (between conduction and valance band)

Conduction:
Band

electrons are free to move about in the material

Check Source

A source of known activity is used to check the unit is giving
the correct reading.

Fluence

Total number of photons that passed through.

Fluorescence:

the prompt emission of visible radiation (light) from a
substance following its excitation by some means.

Ionising:
Radiation

the interaction of high energetic photons or particles that,
results in the excitation of electron to leave its atom.

Photon:

a mass-less elementary particle with energy proportional to its
frequency E-hv.

Positorium:

a temporary particle formed by the combination of a positron
and an electron with a mean lifetime of 1013 seconds.

Phosphorescence:

corresponds to the emission of longer wavelength light than
fluorescence with a delayed characteristic.

Radioisotope:

an tom with the same atomic number but with a different mass
number that is radioactive (emit radiation).

Secondary:

the emission of radiation eg. characteristic X-rays from an atom
excited by incident radiation.

Shielding:

to provide sufficient protection from ionising radiation.

Trapping State:

an energy state that exists in the band gap, which the electron
is trapped in.

Valance hand:

the energy state in which electrons naturally reside in an atom
and are held tight by the nucleus that they cannot escape.
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APPENDIX A
GENE MUTATION
The question that is lurking on you mind by now is what is the relevancy of all of
the information mentioned (sections 6) and how it affects us that it is classified as
hazardous? Or how can it cause cancer?

Consider a cell, each cell contains a nucleus, which contains Chromosomes
(amongst other things). The chromosome is on long strand of Deoxyribonucleic Acid
(DNA) (E. Lawrence e. al. 1992). Segments of the chromosome are called genes that
contain information of the individual, from anatomical features to hereditary
problems like heart disease for instance. It also contains specifications (blue print)
of each cell such as muscle cells.

The DNA is a double helix strand that contains mainly carbon, hydrogen, oxygen
and nitrogen atoms that are covalently bonded to each other. For the purpose of
replication enzymes attach themselves to the DNA strand and make an exact copy
for new cells (A. Leninger et. al. 1993).

In the presence of ionising radiation, the covalent bonds between the atoms in the
DNA strand can be broken. However, there are other types of enzymes specialised
in the repair of DNA strand, but if the break is great that segments of the gene are
removed, the damage in this case is beyond repair.

1

In a gene is damaged beyond repair that results in permanent change, it is said
that the gene has mutated. If the mutated cell starts to multiply, the new cells will
also be mutated.

If the mutation has affection non-essential segments of the gene that results in
little to no effect on the cell’s function, it is called silent mutation. While mutation
to a vital section of the cell can result in the death of the cell (D. Moffett et. al.
1993).

On the 6th of August 1945 the first atomic bomb was dropped on Heroshima. The
effect of the radiation of the population were:
• Haemorrhages
• Hair loss
• Even death
This was an example of immediate effect on the population of direct exposure to
ionising radiation.

While in the city of Chernobyl in Russia, a nuclear power station reactor exploded
due recklessness of the operators. Eight tons of radioactive material was released
into the atmosphere (Encyclopedia Británica). This resulted in the death of more
than 30 people, but its effects was seen on the following generations. Pregnant
women had abortions and newly born children with birth defects that was due to
radiation exposure from the material released into the atomosphere.

2

APPENDIX R
INVERSE SQUARE LAW
Radiation dosage D (as an example) is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance r:
D oc

1

Dr = constant
Therefore, under ideal situations (no scatter), a measurement can be taken at a
point and predictions can be made upon it, i.e. can calculate the dosage at a
different point. For example:

Dosage
Distance

Point 1

Point 2

A
'i

d2

r2

•••A 'i2 = ^2r2
since Dxrx - constant

A plot of dosage against 1/distance under ideal
conditions it is a straight line.

The following graph shows how the dosage reading can drastically change if the
distance it slightly changes.

Also at large distances from the source, the dosage changes very little with
respect to significant changes in distance.

APPENDIX C
MONTE-CARLO PROGRAM CODE
The following is an example of the input file of MCNP of the calibration facility
with the source at 5m from the reference point and the walls are turned on walls
turned on.
c 5m with walls
1
1 -2.3
1 -6 -12 -11 13 -15 imp:p 1
2
1 -2.3 -2 7 12 -8 13 -15 imp:p 1
3
1 -2.3 3 - 8 2 - 4 13 -15 imp:p 1
4
1 -2.3 4 -9 -8 10 13 -15 imp:p 1
5
1 -2.3 -5 10 -4 11 13 -15 imp:p 1
6
2 -2.3 -13 14 7 -8 -9 10 -6 imp:p 1
7
2 -2.3 15 -16 7 -8 -9 10 -6 imp:p 1
8
0 -14:16:-7:8:9:-10:6 imp:p 0
9
3 -11 20 -21 -23 24 imp:p 1
$ source holder
10 3 -11 -24 -23 22 imp:p 1
$ plugat back of source
11 0 -17 imp:p 1
$ detector
12 0 -18 -19 -22 imp:p 1
$ exit hole in front of source
13 0 2 - 3 - 4 5 -1 -20 13 imp:p 1 $ empty space in room below source
holder
14 0 2 - 3 - 4 5 -1 21 -15 imp:p 1 $ empty space in room above source
holder
15 0 2 - 3 - 4 5 -1 20 -21 19 17 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 imp:p 1
$arnd src & det
16 5 -7.92 20 -21 18 23 -19 imp:p 1 $ steel shell of source
17 5 -7.92 18 -24 -22 -23 imp:p 1 $ steel tube
in collimator hole
18 0 -25 imp:p 1
$ detector
19 0 -26 imp:p 1
$ detector
20 0 -27 imp:p 1
$ detector
21 0 - 2 8 imp:p 1
$ detector
22 0 -29 imp:p 1
$ detector
23 0 -30 imp:p 1
$ detector
24 0 -31 imp:p 1
$ detector
25 0 -32 imp:p 1
$ detector
26 0 -33 imp:p 1
$ detector
27 0 -34 imp:p 1
$ detector
28 5 -7.92 -18 23 -19 22 imp:p 11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

p -70 -76 0 -3 -139 10 -3 -139 0
px -70
py 114
px 630
py -139
p -95 -76 0 -3 -164 0 -3 -164 10
px -95
py 139
px 655
py -164
px -3
py -76

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

pz -100
pz -130
pz 200
pz 220
so 1
$ detector sphere
cx 1
$ cylinder for collimator gammas exit this hole
c/z 500 0 10
$ vertical cylinder for source holder ** MOVE **
pz -27
$ bottom of source holder
pz 24
$ top of source holder
px 500
$ plane through source holder
** MOVE **
c/z 500 0 9 $ steel shell of source holder ** MOVE **
cx 1.5
$ outer cylinder of collimator steel
sy 5 1
$ all these 1 cm radius spheres are detectors
sy -5 1
$ they are empty space but a photon tally and
s 0 -5 5 1
$ dose is calculated for each one
sz 5 1
s 0 5 5 1
s 0 -5 -5 1
sz -5 1
s 0 5 -5 1
sy 10 1
sy -10 1

mode p
ml
1001 -0.010 8016 -0.532 14000 -0.337 13027 -0.034 11023 -0.029
2000 -0.044 26000 -0.014
$ wall material - fill in correct
material
m2
1001 -0.010 8016 -0.532 14000 -0.337 13027 -0.034 11023 -0.029
2000 -0.044 26000 -0.014
$ floor material - fill in correct
material
m3
82000 1
$ source holder material all Pb
m4
28000 1
$ detector material fill in correct material if
required
m5
26000 0.05936 24000 0.01743 28000 0.00772 25055 0.00174 $
steel
c imp:p 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
sdef pos 499.99 0 0 erg 0.662
F4:p 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 $ tally for flux through
detector
E0
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7
F14:p 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 $ tally for dose to detector
vol
FC14 dose factor (rem/hr)/ (photon.cm2/sec)
DE14 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
0.6 0.65
0.7
DF14 3.96e-6 5.82e-7 2.9e-7 2.58e-7 2.83e-7 3.79e-7 5.01e-7 6.31e-7
7.59e-7
8.78e-7 9.85e-7 1.08e-6 1.17e-6 1.27e-6 1.36e-6 1.44e-6 1.52e-6
c
this is old data for dose factors - you could use recent ICRP
data
nps 256000000

a p p e n d ix d

MONTE-CARLO OUTPUT FILE
The following is an example of the out put file of MCNP

calibration facility

with the source at 5m from the reference point and the

re turned on (the

input file in Appendix C).

I

Imcnp
* * ★

version 4a

* * ★

ld=10/01/93

08/27/99 17:30:23

* * * * * * * * ■ * . , 1 , . * * . * . * . * . * * * , » . * * * . * * * * * * * * * * . * . * , t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

probid =

17 :30:23
inp=500w

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10 
11 
12 

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22




23
24
25-

30
3132-

c 5m wih walls
1
1 -2.3
1 -6 -12 -11 13 -15 imp:p 1
2
1 -2.3 -2 7 12 -8 13 -15 imp :p 1
3
1 -2.3 3 -8 2 -4 13 -15 imp :p 1
4
1 -2.3 4 -9 -8 10 13 -15 imp :p 1
5
1 -2.3 -5 10 -4 11 13 -15 imp :p 1
6
2 -2.3 -13 14 7 -8 -9 10 -6 imp:p 1
7
2 -2.3 15 -16 7 -8 -9 10 -6 imp:p 1
8
0 -14:16:-7:8:9:-10:6 imp :p 0
9
3 -11 20 -21 -23 24 imp:p 1
$ source holder
10 3 -11 -24 -23 22 imp: p i
$ plug at back of source
11 0 -17 imp:p 1
$ detector
12 0 -18 -19 -22 imp:p 1
$ exit hole in front of source
13 0 2 - 3 - 4 5 - 1 -20 13 imp:p 1 $ empty space in room below source holder
14 0 2 - 3 - 4 5 - 1 21 -15 imp:p 1 $ empty space in room above source holder
15 0 2 - 3 - 4 5 - 1 20 -21 19 17 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 imp :p 1 $arnd src
16 5 -7.92 20 -21 18 23 -19 imp:p 1 $ steel shell of source
17 5 -7.92 18 -24 -22 -23 imp:p 1 $ steel tube in collimator hole
18 0 -25 imp:p 1
$ detector
19 0 -26 imp:p 1
$ detector
20 0 -27 imp:p 1
$ detector
21 0 -28 imp:p 1
$ detector
22 0 -29 imp:p 1
$ detector
23 0 -30 imp:p 1
$ detector
7 i 0 -31 imp :p 1
$ detector
0 -32 imp :p 1
$ detector

1
2

p - 7 0 - 7 6 0 - 3 -139 10 -3 -139 0

px -70

II

08/27/99

p y 114
px 630
p y -139
p -95 -76 0 -3 -164 0 -3 -164 10
px -95
p y 139
px 655
p y -164
px -3
p y -76
pz -100
pz -130
pz 200
pz 220
so 1
$ detector sphere
cx 1
$ cylinder for collimator gammas exit this hole
c/z 500 0 10
$ vertical cylinder for source holder ** MOVE
pz -27
$ bottom of source holder
pz 24
$ top of source holder
px 500
$ plane through source holder
** MOVE **
c/z 500 0 9 $ steel shell of source holder ** MOVE **
cx 1.5
$ outer cylinder of collimator steel
sy 5 1
$ all these 1 cm radius spheres are detectors
sy
$ they are empty space but a photon tally and
s 0 -5 5 1
$ dose is calculated for each one
sz 5 1
s 0 5 5 1
s 0 -5 -5 1
sz -5 1

C2-

32

s 0 5 -5
T0 1

1

■I^

.

o 9-

m2

*—i

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

LO

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61-

1

.

.

.

■•■ " J - - - - -

;

; /

- ■ - - -1

: -" .

•

; ''^ 7

-r-

■ 3-3 1 1 0 2 3

-

fill

-0.02 9

i n correct material

1001 -0.010 8016 -0.532 14000 -0.337 13027 -0.034 11023 -0.029

III

70
71
72warning.
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

2000 0.044 26000 0.014
$ floor material - fill in correct material
m3
82000 1
$ source holder material all Pb
m4
28000 1
$ detector material fill in correct material if required
material
4 is not used in the problem.
m5
26000 0.05936 24000 0.01743 28000 0.00772 25055 0.00174 $ steel
c imp:p l l l l l l l O l l l l l l l l l l l i i i i i i i i !
sdef pos 499.99 0 0 erg 0.662
F4:p 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 $ tally for flux through detector
E0
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7
F14:p 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 $ tally for dose to detector vol
FC14 dose factor (rem/hr)/ (photon.cm2/sec)
DE14 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0 6 0 65
0.7
’
’
DF14 3.96e-6 5.82e-7 2.9e-7 2.58e-7 2.83e-7 3.79e-7 5.Ole-7 6.31e-7 7.59e-7
8.78e-7 9.85e-7 1.08e-6 1.17e-6 1.27e-6 1.36e-6 1.44e-6 1.52e-6
c
this is old data for dose factors - you could use recent ICRP data
nps 256000000

-

warning.
lcells
60

1
2

1 of the materials had unnormalized fractions,
print table

cell

mat

1
2
T

1
1
1

il

atom
density

gram
density

volume

photon
pieces importance

mass

9.54 966E-02 2.30000E+00 5.81250E+05 1.33688E+06
9.54 966E-02 2.30000E+00 1.61250E+06 3.70875E+06
n
r j Q f C r

° . ^nnnni?+00

5 . 2 rr»00E+06 1 . 20750E+07

(7

7

-

u. 0o00uE+00 O.UUÜ00E+00 4 .1 6 8 7 9 E + 0 0 0 . 00 00 0E+0 0

IV

0
0
0

1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00

0

1.0000E+00

1

1.70001 ._
1.0000E+00

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

0
0
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

0.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
0.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
8.62414E-02
8.62414E-02
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
8.62414E-02

O.OOOOOE+OO
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
7.92000E+00
7.92000E+00
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
7.92000E+00

total

0.00000E+00
1.27742E+07
3.07982E+07
0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOE+OO
4.18879E+00
4.18879E+00
4.18879E+00
4.18879E+00
4.18879E+00
4.18879E+00
4.1887 9E+00
4.18879E+00
4.18879E+00
4.18879E+00
O.OOOOOE+OO

0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .OOOOOE+OO
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .OOOOOE+OO
0 .OOOOOE+OO
0 .OOOOOE+OO

1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00

6.91963E+07 5. 8 934 9E+07

minimum source weight — 1.OOOOE+OO

maximum source weight = 1 0000E+00

2 warning messages so far.
lcross-section tables
100
table

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

print table

length
s fr om f i l e mcp lib2

V

11000.Olp
12/13/82
13000.Olp
12/13/82
14000.Olp
12/13/82
24000.Olp
12/13/82
25000.Olp
12/13/82
26000.Olp
12/13/82
28000.Olp
12/13/82
82000.Olp
12/13/82
total

401
409
409
417
417
417
429
521

4587

maximum photon energy set to

100.0 mev (maximum electron energy)

tables from file el2
1000.Ole
11/16/88
2000.01e
11/16/88
8000.01e

478
478
478

11/16/88
' ^o n n . n 1 ^

4 78

¿.-*000. Ole

4'/8

11/16/88

VI

25000.01e
11/16/88
26000.01e
11/16/88
28000.01e
11/16/88
82000.01e
11/16/88

478
478
478
478

decimal words of dynamically allocated storage
general
tallies
bank
cross sections

301450
17092
6403
4587

total

327076

lproblem summary
run terminated when 256000000 particle histories were done
+
20:36:42

'
08/28/99

source
1,5913E-04

256000000

weight window
0
cell importance
0
weight cutoff
0
energy importance
0
dxtran
0
forced collisions
0
exp. transform
0
from neutrons
0
2.2099E-01
bremsStrahlung
222720731
5.2601E-01
p-annihilation
0
electron x-rays
0
1st fluorescence 291602457
2nd fluorescence 62332021
total
832655209
7.4716E-01

1.0000E+00

6.6200E-01

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

8.7000E-01

1.9290E-02

0.
0.
1.1391E+00
2.4348E-01
3.2526E+00

0.
0.
6.28 96E-02
2.974 6E-03
7.4716E-01

number of photons banked
photon tracks per source particle
photon collisions per source particle
total photon collisions

1c.o y yy

ipiiOL^n

126

a cl-L vity i n each c e l l

285052752
3.2526E+00
4.6713E+00
1195848484

^°

125545

escape
energy cutoff
time cutoff
weight window
cell importance
weight cutoff
energy importance
dxtran
forced collisions
exp. transform
compton scatter
capture

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
832529664

pair production

total

0

832655209

average lifetime, shakes
escape
1.9496E+00
capture
9.6913E-03
capture or escape 9.9838E-03
any termination
9.9838E-03
u e r e v e r i n bank

4.904 IE-04
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

3.2521E+00
0.

0.

3.2526E+00

cutoffs
tco
1.0000E+34
eco
1.0000E-03
wcl -5.0000E-01
wc2 -2.5000E-01
6

n

print

table

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

ill

tracks
entering

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

149462
1285144
431282
47961
339954
419617
266384
150724303
133235735
318
276811914
1191496
1289774
2465296
1335715
153126471
307
357
326
329
349
338
"rn

tally for

population

collisions

148760
1335773
418374
47185
331549
408735
260605
306708729
253655928
318
256379353
818566
886684
1919737
1353068
144453179
307
357
326
329
349
338

813290
9495973
2213385
217734
1742733
2203290
1343087
623917859
453824199
0
0
0
0
0
1335549
98741313
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

photons

- r ^

collisions
* weight
er history)

number
weighted
energy

flux
weighted
energy

average
track weight
(relative)

3.1769E-03
3.7094E-02
8.6460E-03
8.5052E-04
6.8076E-03
8.6066E-03
5.2464E-03
2.4372E+00
1.7728E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
5 . 2170E-03
3.8571E-01
0.0000E+00
0 . 0000E+00
0 . 0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0 . 0000E+00
0.0000E+00

2.5732E-01
3.0520E-01
1.9999E-01
1.1809E-01
1.9404E-01
2.0313E-01
1.7 436E-01
5.7105E-01
6.0240E-01
5.5905E-01
6.0115E-01
4.1575E-01
3.7758E-01
5.6245E-01
4 . 5936E-01
5 . 3877E-01
5 . 4 621E-01
5.6576E-01
5 . 5703E-01
5 . 7647E-01
5 . 7850E-01
5 . 5881E-01
t . ------ ' °E-01

2.5732E-01
3.0520E-01
1.9999E-01
1.1809E-01
1.9404E-01
2.0313E-01
1.7436E-01
5.7105E-01
6.0240E-01
5.5905E-01
6.0115E-01
4.157 5E-01
3.7758E-01
5.6245E-01
4 . 5936E-01
5 . 3877E-01
5 . 4 621E-01
5.6576E-01
5 . 5703E-01
5 . 7647E-01
5 . 7850E-01
5 . 5881E-01
5 . 9023E-01

1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1 . 0000E+00
1 . 0000E+00
1 . 0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1 . 0000E+00
1.0000E+00
1 . OO0OE+OO

"

,

~ .

p

^'t-ooe + oo
- -- ,

n^

;iu:

Cl£ L .

IX

- - . _o n

units

l/cm**2

ni

— — - : n0

average
track mfp
(cm)
3.4 917E+00
3.7 4 99E+00
3.1522E+00
2.5641E+00
3.1148E+00
3.1737E+00
2.9860E+00
6.9421E-01
7.4523E-01
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
1 . 3668E+00
1.4976E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
O _OOnn- j

volumes

cell:

11
4 . 18879E+00
cell:
24
4 . 18879E+00
11
energy
5.0000E-02
1 . 0000E-01
1 . 5000E-01
2 . 0000E-01
2 . 5000E-01
3 . 0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4 . 0000E-01
4 . 5000E-01
5 . 0000E-01
5 . 5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7 . 0000E-01
total

18
4 . 1887 9E+00
25
4 . 18879E+00

19

4.18879E+00
26
4.18879E+00

cell

18
energy
- — - ^ _ n2

1 . 25621E-09
1 . 53632E-08
1 . 27295E-08
3.16546E-08
1.12862E-08
4 . 11625E-09
0 . 00000E+00
0 . 00000E+00
8 . 77492E-10
3 . 00401E-09
0 . 00000E+00
0 . 00000E+00
0.00000E+00
3.03267E-07
3.83555E-07

1.0000

0.2698
0.3276
0.2050
0.3559
0.5857
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000

0.7089
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0677
0.0599

cell

,._ „^^^ ^j.
5.0000E-01

2 . ^ 68 8 6E-0 9 0 . 7 0 7 5

^ .uUUUuL +UU U .UUUO
3.92280E-09 0.5848

X

20

21

4.18879E+00
27
4.18879E+00

4.18879E+00

22

4.18879E+00

23
4.1887 9E+00

5.5000E-01
6.OOOOE-01
6.5000E-01
7.OOOOE-Ol
total
19
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.OOOOE-Ol
total

0 . 00000E+00
0 . 00000E+00
4 . 14081E-09
2 . 86910E-07
3 . 81705E-07

0.0000
0.0000
0.6120
0.0702
0.0608

1.27597E-09
3.02114E-08
9.27396E-09
1.60953E-08
1.54842E-08
6.63526E-09
1.47284E-09
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
4.16300E-09
3.44551E-07
4.29163E-07

1.0000
0.2292
0.3420
0.2843
0.2924
0.4027
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.6070
0.0628
0.0563

cell

cell

20
energy
5.0000E-02

, . - - - - - - oi

0.00000E+00 0.0000
^ .0064 3E-08 0.2186

5 . 5000E-01

- . 'w^o¿_i'i uo
1.83394E-09 1 . 0 0 0 0

XI

6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

1.08773E-09
4.65215E-09
3.26158E-07
4.18772E-07

.5238
.0663
.0583

2.25024E-09
2.07833E-08
9.87263E-09
1.61868E-08
9.07351E-09
5.60533E-09
2.99583E-09
0.00000E+00
1.62091E-09
0.00000E+00
1.48915E-09
0.00000E+00
1.43446E-09
3.32487E-07
4.037 99E-07

.7157
.2447
.3804
.2821
.3733
.5136
.5875
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0650
.0586

.0000

- . " ~~ ^_ o1

0.OOOOOE+OO
1.98348E-08
^ .rP658E-09

6 . 0000E-01

1 . 22628E-09

.9092

21
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

. 0000

cell

cell

22
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01

.2624
.4083

XII

6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total
23
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.OOOOE-Ol
4.5000E-01
5.OOOOE-Ol
5.5000E-01
6.OOOOE-Ol
6.5000E-01
7.OOOOE-Ol
total

1 .357 61E-09 1.0000
3 .4 9658E-07 0.0631
4 .23100E-07 0.0572

cell

24
energy
5.0000E-02
1.OOOOE-Ol
1.5000E-01

2 . 5 1 8 66E-09 0 . 7 0 8 6
2 . 40506E-08 0 .2 4 0 3

1. 6 3 9 5 4 E - 0 8 0 . 3 0 6 3
1. 7 0 9 7 4 E - 0 8 0 . 2 6 9 4
1. 4 1 4 5 2 E - 0 8 0 . 2 9 8 4

9. 4 3 6 1 9 E- 0 9 0 . 4 1 0 1
1.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.7103
3. 33374E-07 0. 0 64 5
4. 21937E-07 0 . 0 57 3

1. 7 9 7 8 4 E - 0 9
0 . 00000E+00
1 . 5 1 7 6 7 E- 0 9
0 . 00000E+00
0 . 00000E+00
0 . 00000E+00
1. 6 0 3 2 1 E - 0 9

cell

1 .508 91E-09 1.0000
1 .75480E-08 0.2781
1 .27122E-08 0.3194
17°°E-08 0.2932

6 . 5000E-01

1.. 5 2 5 8

9E-09

1 .0000

XIII

7.0000E-01
total
25
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

3.76509E-07 0.0615
4.56617E-07 0.0556

cell

26
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.OOOOE-Ol

4.45051E-10
2.94829E-08
1.40422E-08
1.91152E-08
1.68553E-08
8.85623E-09
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
1.68685E-09
0.00000E+00
3.00933E-09
0.00000E+00
3.177 92E-09
3.27538E-07
4.24209E-07

1.0000

0.2240
0.3330
0.2679
0.2954
0.3954
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000

0.6444
0.0000

0.5838
0.0662
0.0582

cell

7 . 0000E-01

3.0094 IE-09
1.92294E-08
1.52529E-08
1.93501E-08
1 49767 E -08

0.7196
0.2686
0.2715
0.2634
0 .3043

3 . 96242E-07

0.0598

XIV

total
27
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

4 .78997E-07 0.0541

cell

0.00000E+00
2.92709E-08
9.96235E-09
2.87226E-08
1.48522E-08
9.19095E-09
1.33863E-09
1.73855E-09
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
1.67486E-09
2.25033E-10
3.07087E-07
4.04063E-07

160alyS:*"S °f thS results

0.0000
0.2100
0.3741
0.2329
0.2879
0.3739
1.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.0680
0.0591
tally fluctuation chart bin (tfc) for tally

normed average tally per history
estimated tally relative error
relative error from zero tallies

3.83555E-07
0.0599
0.0561

4 with nps = 256000000

unnorr.ed average tally per history
estimated variance of the variance
relative error from nonzero scores
no:

XV

11i

print table

1.60 663E-06
0.0043
0.0210

0

'OQ

estimated

quantities

value

mean
relative error
variance of the variance
shifted center
figure of merit

at

nps

value

3.83555E-07
5.98732E-02
4.27516E-03
3.84290E-07
1.71569E-01

at

nps + 1

v a l u e ( n p s + 1 ) / v a l u e ( n p s )- 1 »

3.85410E-07
5.97792E-02
4.26195E-03
3.84291E-07
1.72110E-01

0.004838
-0.001571
-0.003090
0.000003
0.003150

there is not enough information in the largest history scores (usually less than 500 scores) for a reliable
estimate of the slope.
the large score tail of the empirical history score probability density function appears to have no unsampled
regions.

results of 10 statistical checks for the estimated answer for the tally fluctuation chart (tfc) bin of
tally

4

tfc bin
merit—
behavior
behavior

— mean—
-pdfbehavior
slope

desired
'■'■indom

random
>3 .00

-- relative error-------value

<0.10

LI'

decrease

yes

--- variance of the variance---

decrease rate

value

decrease

1/sqrt(nps)

<0.10

yes

fluctuation chail bin did not pass

XVI

decrease rate

1/nps

1 of the 10 statistical checks.

--figure of
value

constant

lunnormed tally density for tally
161

4

nonzero tally mean(m) = 1.293E+00

nps = 256000000

print table

abscissa
ordinate
log plot of tally probability density function in tally fluctuation chart
bin(d=decade,slope= 0.0)
tally number num den log den: d1.00-01
1 1.90-07 -6.721 * *■
1.26-01
2 3.02-07 -6.520 **■
1.58-01
1 1.20-07 -6.921 *
2.00-01
0 0.00+00
0.000
2.51-01
5 3.78-07 -6.422 **
3.16-01
6 3.60-07 -6.443 **
3.98-01
3 1.43-07 -6.844 k kr
5.01-01
4 1.52-07 -6.819 **
6.31-01
16 4.82-07 -6.317 **
7.94-01
16 3.83-07 -6.417 k k
1.00+00
31 5.89-07 -6.230 **
1.26+00
50 7.54-07 -6.122
******** ~kk k k k •k k :k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k
1.58+00
73 8.75-07 -6.058
inmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmi^^
2.00+00
110 1.05-06 -5.980
****************************************************************************************************
total
318 1.24-06
d-------------------------------------------------------------- ----

X V II

3

0.,943 1

4

1. 258 1

4

1. 258 1

9

2. 830 1

15

4 .,717 1

18

5.,660 1

22

6..918 1

38

11..950 1

54

16..981 1

1.OOOOOE+OO

85

26,.730 1

1.25893E+00

135

42 .453 1

1.58 48 9E+00

208

65 .409 1

1.258 93E-01
I
I
1.58489E-01

I

I

1.99526E-01
I
I
2.51189E-01
I
I
3.16228E-01
I
I
3.98108E-01
I
I
5.01188E-01
I
I
6.30958E-01
I
I
7.94329E-01

1.9952 6E+00
100.000 I*******

318

^ ot a1
------ 9 0 ---------------- 1 0 0

318

'k k k k k k k k k

j

*******

*******
**

I

*********

*********

miruimiTumTumn irnnimninmimnm iranmiimnuniriiri mirarairaraiirimm mmminm

-k •

100.000

*********

-

10-

■

20 -

*■*•■*••*•*****
-30------ ■40-

-- 90-------100

X V III

k -k -k

■50-

•60-

-70

1.OOOE-Ol

3.810E-10

0.0241

1

1

1 .261E-09

0.0781

1

1

1.585E-01 1.780E-09
i
1
1
1.995E-01 1.780E-09
i
i
1
1
2.512E-01 5.949E-09
i
i
1
1
3.162E-01 1.246E-08
i
i
1
1
3.981E-01 1.629E-08
i
i
1
1
5.012E-01 2,316E-08
i
i
I
1
6.310E-01 5.820E-08
i
i
1
1
7.943E-01 1.023E-07
i
i
1
1
1. OOOE+OO 2.106E-07
i
i
1
1
1.259E+00 4.308E-07
i
i
1
1
1.585E+00 8.379E-07

0.1111

1

1

0.1111

1

1

0.3701

1

1

0.7761 *

1

1

1.0141 *

1

1

1.4421 *

1

1

3.6221 ****

i

1

i

1

i

1
1.259E-01
i

1
i

1 . nn^E+00

6.3701

* * * * * *

13.1061 ********* i ***

1

26.8151 ********* i ********* I*******
52.1511 mmmmmmmmm |mmmmmmmmm 1mrmninmminiriiri1mmmmmmmmm 1mmmmmmmmm 1mm

1.607E-06

X IX

volumes

cell:

11
4.1887 9E+00
cell:
24
4.18879E+00
11
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

18
4.18879E+00
25
4.18879E + 00

19
4.1887 9E+00
26
4.1887 9E+00

cell

cell

4.59256E-16
4.10597E-15
4.104 00E-15
1.40627E-14
6.14316E-15
2.7 54 63E-15
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
9.21486E-16
3.37358E-15
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
4.42572E-13
4.78497E-13

1.0000
0.2699
0.3263
0.2036
0.3559
0.5861
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.7080
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0677
0.0635

18
energy
7.72 638E-16 0.7096
'"^ '-_. r n -^ -q

.

5 . 5000E- 01

l

\J Kj \j

i_j

_i_

^

\j

/

0 . 00000E+00 0 . 0 0 0 0

XX

20
4.1887 9E+00
27
4.1887 9E+00

21
4.18879E+00

22
4.1887 9E+00

23
4.18879E+00

6.OOOOE-01
6.5000E-01
7.OOOOE-Ol
total
19
energy
5.OOOOE-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.OOOOE-Ol
total

O .OOOOOE+OO
5.90482E-15
4.18685E-13
4.66936E-13

0.0000
0.6136
0.0702
0.0645

4.13958E-16
8.08595E-15
3.04658E-15
7.58787E-15
8.66778E-15
4.51549E-15
1.12326E-15
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
0.OOOOOE+OO
0.OOOOOE+OO
5.86298E-15
5.02809E-13
5.42113E-13

1.0000
0.2294
0.3454
0.2860
0.2926
0.4057
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.6063
0.0628
0.0592

cell

cell

20
energy
5.0000E-02
1

0.OOOOOE+OO 0.0000
°.^3320E-15 0.2184

/; -

6.OOOOE-Ol

......................

1.45122E-15 1.0000

XXI

6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total
21
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

6.59222E-15 0.5232
4.75962E-13 0.0663
5.20919E-13 0.0618

cell

22
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01

3.08138E-15
5.5654IE-15
3.27121E-15
7.45946E-15
5.15568E-15
3.69591E-15
2.32337E-15
0.00000E+00
1.72446E-15
0.00000E+00
1.88530E-15
0.00000E+00
2.04 904E-15
4.85184E-13
5.21395E-13

0.8717
0.2447
0.3836
0.2830
0.3778
0.5107
0.5856
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0650
0.0615

cell

1

rA /'^ n _ iV |

\J >V -- ...
O.5000E-01

0.00000E+00 0.0000
5.24725E-15 0.2626
° •50240E- 15 0 . 4 1 8 1

... ._^ "....
1.94050E-15 1.0000

XXII

7.0000E-01
total
23
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

5 .10273E-13 0.0631
5 .44887E-13 0.0599

cell

24
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01

3 .88039E-15
6 .45393E-15
5 .48758E-15
8 .02365E-15
8 .10049E-15
6 .31045E-15
1 .4 4 625E-15
0 .00000E+00
1 .61850E-15
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
2 .29572E-15
4 .86475E-13
5 .30092E-13

0.8613
0.2403
0.3074
0.2697
0.3027
0.4116
1.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.7106
0.0645
0.0604

cell

5 .68 910E-16 1.0000
4 .71087E-15 0.2782
4 .17885E-15 0.3191
. '594 00E- 15 0 . 2 9 4 5

7.0000E-01

5,.49420E-13 0.0615

XXIII

total
25
energy
5.OOOOE-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-Q1
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total

5 •90199E-13 0.0582

cell

26
energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01

1 .36409E-16
7 .87924E-15
4 .50190E-15
8 .74403E-15
9 .84291E-15
6 .19134E-15
0 .00000E+00
0 .00000E+00
1 .7 4333E-15
0 .00000E+00
3 .66087E-15
0 .00000E+00
4 .46798E-15
4 .77991E-13
5 .25159E-13

1.0000
0.2243
0.3349
0.2682
0.2971
0.3955
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.6437
0.0000
0.5823
0.0662
0.0614

cell

2 . 0 000E- 01

O rnnnr_iV]

4 .23935E-15 0.8274
5 .18158E-15 0.2683
5 .06440E-15 0.2727
8 . 78248E- 15 0.2652
p . 4 4 195E-15 0 . 3 03 4
- 8 9 E-

total

0 . 4 ' ' ■'

6 .1827IE-13 0.0568

XXIV

cell

27

energy
5.0000E-02
1.0000E-01
1.5000E-01
2.0000E-01
2.5000E-01
3.0000E-01
3.5000E-01
4.0000E-01
4.5000E-01
5.0000E-01
5.5000E-01
6.0000E-01
6.5000E-01
7.0000E-01
total
lanalysis of the
160

0.00000E+00 0.0000
7.89626E-15 0.2099
3.18493E-15 0.3715
1.30390E-14 0.2328
8.12195E-15 0.2883
6.48619E-15 0.3745
1.0414 4E-15 1.0000
1.69930E-15 1.0000
0.00000E+00 0.0000
0.00000E+00 0.0000
0.00000E+00 0.0000
2.22119E-15 1.0000
3.21273E-16 1.0000
4.48117E-13 0.0680
4.92128E-13 0.0630
results in the tally fluctuation chart bin

normed average tally per history
estimated tally relative error
relative error from zero tallies
number of nonzero history tallies

i u an ti i

tfc) for tally

14 with nps

256000000

print table

4.78497E-13
0.0635
0.0561

unnormed average tally per history
estimated variance of the variance
relative error from nonzero scores

= 2.00432E-12
= 0.0051
= 0.0298

318

officienrv for the nonzero tallies

= 0.0000

ipe

value

XXV

at Iipstl

v a l u e ( n p s + 1 ) / v a l u e (nps)-1.

mean
relative error
variance of the variance
shifted center
figure of merit

4.78497E-13
6.35215E-02
5.14095E-03
4.79561E-13
1.52428E-01

4.81205E-13
6.34142E-02
5.12231E-03
4.7 9563E-13
1.52944E-01

0.005659
-0.001689
-0.003626
0.000005
0.003387

there is not enough information in the largest history scores (usually less than 500 scores) for a reliable
estimate of the slope.
the large score tail of the empirical history score probability density function appears to have no unsampled
regions.

results of 10 statistical checks for the estimated answer for the tally fluctuation chart (tfc) bin of
tally

14

tfc bin
merit—
behavior
behavior

--mean—
-pdfbehavior
slope

desired
random

random
>3.00

- relative error-------value

<0.10
r\ r'. ^

decrease

yes

--- variance of the variance----

decrease rate

value

1/sqrt(nps)

<0.10

yes

0^1

-. ,

• • —Q

ye.

XXVI

decrease

--figure of

decrease rate

value

1/nps

constant

.

14

lunnormed tally density for tally
161

nonzero tally mean(m) = 1.614E-06

nps = 256000000

print table

abscissa
ordinate
log plot of tally probability density function in tally fluctuation chart
bin(d=decade,slope= 0.0)
tally number num den log den:d3.16-08

1 6.

3.98-08
5.01-08
6.31-08
7.94-08
1.00-07
1.26-07
1.58-07
2.00-07
2.51-07

0
0
1
0
1
1
0
3
9

-

0, 0 0 + 0 0
0, 0 0 + 0 0
3 01-01
0 00+00
1 90—01
1 51-01
0 00+00
2 8 6-01
6 ,80-01

0 . 221
0 . 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0

-0.521

—0 721 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
-0.821 *
0 . 0 0 0
“ 0

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

5 4 4

-0.167

kkkkkkkkkkkkk kkkk

3.16-07
8 4
3.98-07
13 6
*****************
5.01-07
10 3
6.31-07
17 5
7.94-07
19 4
1.00-06
15 2
i-7 p

**■

0 . 0 0 0

—0

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
318 ^ k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k

i— q ]_

-0.207
*****************************************************************
—o . 421 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

;— 01
— 01
i-01
;-01

—0.291 *********************************************************************************
—0.343 *************************************************************************
-0.545
-0.591 ++*+'

‘ "

'

'

'

•

:

:

! !

1 1 1 ! l A '

•■

'■

•■

1 ! >1

1 * 1

«-*•»*•!

I
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X X V II

t

l4.4. + + * + + + * *

+ * * 4

+

ordinate

plot of the cumulative number of tallies in the tally fluctuation chart bin from 0

cum pet:------- 10--------20--------30--------40-------- 50--------60-------- 70

1

0.3141

1

0.3141

1

0.314 I

2

0.6291

2

0.6291

3

0.9431

4

1.258 I

4

1.258 I

7

2.201 I

16

5.0311

24

7.547 I

a

X X V III

-----80----

1.25893E-06
I
I
i
1
1.58489E-06

115

36.164 J'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k-k j

140

44.025 |'k-k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k |

1.99526E-06
187
58.805 Immmmmmmmm|
I
I
i
I
2.51189E-06
253
79.560|*********|*********|*********|*********
|********* |********* |*********|*********
79.560 |'k'k'k-k'k'k'k-k* |
1
I
1
1
3.16228E-06
318
100.000|********* I********* I********* I***
******** |
total
318 100.000:
20
■30■40•5070------- -80•60-- 90------- 100
lstatus of the statistical checks used to form confidence intervals for the mean for each tally bin
■

-

tally
result of statistical checks for the tfc bin (the first check not passed is listed) and error magnitude
check for all bins
4
missed 1 of 10 tfc bin checks: there is insufficient tfc bin tally information to estimate the large tally
slope reliably
missed all bin error check:
165 tally bins had
46 bins with zeros and
97 bins with relative errors
exceeding 0.10
14
missed 1 of 10 tfc bin checks: there is insufficient tfc bin tally information to estimate the large tally
slope reliably
missed all bin error check:
165 tally bins had
46 bins with zeros and
97 bins with relative errors
exceeding 0.10

^ ihcill iC^UlLu.L^uÙôdo

ltally fluctuation charts

X X IX

nps
16384000
32768000
49152000
65536000
81920000
98304000
114688000
131072000
147456000
163840000
180224000
196608000
212992000
229376000
245760000
256000000

•k'k'k'k'k'k + 'k'k-k

mean
3.7290E-07
3.7693E-07
3.7945E-07
3.7925E-07
3.6269E-07
3.644 9E-07
3.8111E-07
3.7181E-07
3.7761E-07
3.8708E-07
3.8190E-07
3.8531E-07
3.8034E-07
3.7633E-07
3.8438E-07
3.8355E-07

tally
error
0.2355
0.1704
0.1392
0.1201
0.1095
0.0999
0.0900
0.0850
0.0798
0.0745
0.0714
0.0682
0.0658
0.0637
0.0611
0.0599

4

vov slope!
fom
0.0622 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0320 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0220 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0167 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0138 0.0 1.6E-01
0.0116 0.0 1.6E-01
0.0094 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0084 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0075 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0066 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0061 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0055 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0051 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0048 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0044 0.0 1.7E-01
0.0043 0.0 1.7E-01

******************************************

* * *

dump no. 110 on file runtpf
9825332401

_ oZ o .

nps = 256000000

mean
4.5944E-13
4.8260E-13
4.7835E-13
4.7903E-13
4.4852E-13
4.5005E-13
4.7483E-13
4.6430E-13
4.7322E-13
4.7808E-13
4.7468E-13
4.8093E-13
4.7690E-13
4.6890E-13
4.7822E-13
4.7850E-13

coll

XXX

tally
error
0.2457
0.1775
0.1458
0.1253
0.1152
0.1055
0.0947
0.0896
0.0841
0.0791
0.0756
0.0722
0.0696
0.0676
0.0648
0.0635

14
fom
vov slope
.
0
1
,
.
6E-01
.0730
0
.
0,
0..0370 0..0 1,.5E-01
0..0260 0..0 1,.5E-01
0..0195 0..0 1,.5E-01
0,.0166 0..0 1,.4E-01
0..0140 0..0 1..4E-01
0..0112 0..0 1..5E-01
0,.0100 0..0 1..5E -01
0..0089 0..0 1..5E--01
0..0080 0..0 1,.5E -01
0..0073 0.,0 1..5E--01
0..0066 0.,0 1..5E'-01
0..0061 0.,0 1..5E--01
0..0058 0..0 1.,5E'-01
0..0054 0..0 1..5E--01
0..0051 0..0 1.,5E--01

1195848484

ctm = 1625.91

nrn =

31

APPENDIXE
Photon Flux-to-dose Rate Conversion Factors

|

A N S I/A N S -6.1.1-1977
Energy, E
(MeV)
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
1.8
2.2
2.6
2.8
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.0
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.5
9.0
11.0
13.0
15.0

DF(E)
(rem/hr)/(photons/cm2.s)
3.96E-06
5.82E-07
2.90E-07
2.58E-07
2.83E-07
3.79E-07
5.01 E-07
6.31 E-07
7.59E-07
8.78E-07
9.85E-07
1.08E-06
1.17E-06
1.27E-06
1.36E-06
1.44E-06
1.52E-06
1-68E-06
1.98E-06
2.51 E-06
2.99E-06
3.42 E-06
3.82 E-06
4.01 E-06
4.41 E-06
4.83E-06
5.23E-06
5.60E-06
5.80E-06
6.01 E-06
6.37E-06
6.74E-06
7.11 E-06
7.66E-06
8.77E-06
1.03E-05
1.18E-05
1.33E-05

J. Briesmeister et. al. 1997

ICRP-2
Energy, E
(MeV)
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
1 .0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
8.0
10.0

DF(E)
(rem/hr)/(photons/ cm2.s)
2.78E-06
1.11 E-06
5.88E-07
2.56 E-07
1.56E-07
1.20E-07
1.11 E-07
1.20E-07
1.47E-07
2.38E-07
3.45E-07
5.56E-07
7.69E-07
9.09E-07
1.14E-06
1.47 E-06
1.79E-06
2.44E-06
3.03E-06
4.00E-06
4.76E-06
5.56E-06
6.25E-06
7.69E-06
9.09E-06

APPENDIX F
Administered doses (recommended based on a 70kg adult).
[

P rocedure

R adio p h a rm a c e u tic a l

A ctivity

Gastrointestinal

Liver/Spleen
Biliary
Gastric Bleed
Liver RBC
Meckels
Oesophageal Reflux
Colonic Transit
Gastric Emptying
Oesophageal Transit

Tc99mPhytate
Tc99m Hepatolite
Th99m RBG Label
Tc99m RBC label
Tc99m04
Tc99m Phytate
Gallium Citrate
Solid- Tc99m Golloid
Liquid- Gallium 67
Tc99m Phytate

160 Mhq
250 MBq
1000 MBq
1000 MBq
600 MBq
40 MBq
6 MBq
40 MBq
4 MBq
10 MBq

Tc99m Technegas
Tc99m MAA
TcS9m DTPA

40 MBq
180 MBq
1.6 GBq

Tc99m MDF

1000 MBq

Tc99m DMSA
Tc9Sm DTPA
Tc99m DTFA
Tc99m04
Tc99m MAC3

60 Mbq
400 Mbq
200 Mbq
400 Mbq
370 Mbq

Tc99m HMPAO
Tc9Sm filtered DTPA

1000 Mbq
60 Mbq

Respiratory

Lung Ventilation
Lung Perfusion
Lung Aerosol

Skeletal

Bone
Genito-Urinary

Renal DMSA
Renal DTPA
GFR only
Testicular
MAG3
Central Nervous SYS

Perfusion
CSF Flow

Shunt
Brain Death

Tc99m filtered DTPA
Tc99m DTPA

40 Mhq
1000 Mbq

To99m 04
Thallous Chloride
Tc99m/T1201
Tc99m Sestamibi
Tc99m04

120 Mbq
80 Mbq
80/100 Mbq
800 Mbq
600 Mbq

Gallium Citrate
Sodium Iodide
Thallous Chloride
Inl31 MIBG
Ini 11 Octreoscan

400 Mbq
100 Mbq
120 MBq
40 MBq
220 MBq

Gallium Citrate
Tc99m LLK

200 MBq
800 MBq

Gated Heart

Tc99m RBC label

Rest-1000 MBq Exercise1200 MBq

Perfusion
Hot Spot

Thallous Chloride
Tc99m Pyrophosphate

Myoview

Tc99m Myoview

First Pass
Lymphoscintigraphy

Tc99m DTPA
Tc99m Antimony

Endocrine
Thyroid (uptake)
Thyroid (cellularity)
Parathyroid
Salivary

Tumour Seekers
Galtium (lymphoma)
Iodine
Thallium
MIBG
Octreoscan

Infection Localization
Gallium (infection)
White Cell

Cardiovascular

120 MBq
800 MBq
Rest -400 MBq
Exorcise-1200 MBq
555 MBq
5-10 MBq (in O.lmls)

© Department of Nuclear Medicine, Illawara Hospital, Wollongong, Australia.

APPENDIX G
HALF LIFE
The amount of time that the radioisotope takes to decay by a half e.g. 137Cs has a
half life of about thirty years, i.e. in thirty years we will have half the amount of
137Cs we had originally.
Af = A,e-*
where:
Af : final activity (Bq)
At: initial activity (Bq)
X: activity constant
t: time (years)
Cesium was used as an example since it is used as the calibrating source. It
initial activity was 2438 MBq on the 22nd September 1992, therefor it current
activity is 2074 MBq using the above equation. The Cesium has an activity
constant of 0.023 years1.

